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Plastid DNA restriction site and rearrangement
mutations were used to study phylogenetic relationships
among hard pines (subgenus Pinus).

Total genomic DNA was

cut with 19 restriction enzymes, blotted, and then probed
mostly with 80

of the Douglas-Fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii)

chioroplast genome (cpDNA) {initial study, using only 6bp
recognition enzymes); or, clones encompassing the entire
chloroplast genome of Pinus contorta (Lidholm and
Gustafsson 1991) {final study, using only 4bp recognition
enzymes).

A total of 202 mutations were recognized, 116

of which were phylogenetically informative, and subjected
to Wagner and Dollo bootstrap analyses.

A number of

clades were distinguished at the 95's significance level or

above, revealing some important differences relative to
the widely recognized taxonomy of Little and Critchfield
(1969).

The divisional differences are:

1) movement of

subsection Sylvestres into the same monophyletic dade as
other Old World subsections (Pineae, Canariensis),

subsection Sabiananae monophyletic with subsection
Ponderosae, subsection Leiophylla in same monophyletic

dade as subsection Oocarpae, and, P. radiata in its own
monotypic dade separate from subsection Oocarpae.
Species reassignments include: P. teocote from subsection

Ponderosae into Oocarpae dade, and, P. halepensis from
subsection Sylvestres to be grouped monophyletically with
P. pinea.

Next, the 197 site mutations were used to

calculate percent sequence divergence among the species
studied.

Only results from the final study were discussed

in detail, since the data from the initial study were
problematic.

Overall rates of cpDNA evolution (1-2x10'°)

in hard pines were approximately an order of magnitude
lower than the value for angiosperms, but similar to
values found in another long-lived woody plant taxa,
Palms.

Subsection Pineae {P. halepensis

P. pinea} is

hypothesized to be ancestral to the subgenus, arising
sometime during the Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous; while
a Contortae-like progenitor is judged to be ancestral to
New World taxa.

In general, the divergence values give

extensive insight into how major geological events shaped
hard pine phylogeny.

Compared to prior work, the use of

restriction enzymes recognizing shorter sequences, thus
more frequently cutting, coupled with smaller, more

homologous, probes have greatly increased resolution of
Future work in

the molecular phylogeny among hard pines.

hard pine phylogeny should include more species, and the
same probe-enzyme combinations, so that direct inferences
can be made, while similar methods could be used to define
relationships among the soft (subgenus
well as other conifers.

Strobus)

pines as

In any case, future studies

should attempt to obtain data in the form of concise
mutations, and be expanded to include data from the
nuclear and mitochondrial genomes.

Also, chloroplast DNA (cpDNA) restriction maps were

constructed for three hard (subgenus Pinus) pines: L
inea, P. sylvestres, and P. ponderosa; and compared with
all other published Pinaceae cpDNA restriction maps.

All

restriction maps were approximately 120 Kb in size, and
lacking an inverted repeat (IR).

hard pines versus soft (subgenus

Fragment patterns of

Strobus),

versus Douglas-Fir were very divergent.

and hard pines

Gross structure

among hard pines was well conserved, while the
microstructure

(slO Kb) was much more variable.

In

particular, the fragment patterns from two separate events
within the XbaI digest of P. sylvestres were reminiscent
of inversions, where a site gain/loss event replaces two

medium sized fragments with one larger and one smaller
band (total size is unaffected).

This phylogenetic study

revealed 11 of these events, 9 of which occurred within

probe X914 from P. contorta.

To increase the robustness

of our phylogenetic results and restriction mapping
studies, we decided to investigate the phenomenon within
X914 more thoroughly by mapping the region with several
enzymes.

We uncovered three mini inversions of at least

1.8 Kb, 1.2 Kb and 0.9 Kb, that distinguish New World
pines, subsection Contortae, and P. halepensis,
respectively.

Here the smallest known cpDNA inversions to

date, in any species, and their phylogenetic implications
in Pinus are reported.
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PREFACE

The thesis is organized to facilitate conversion of
After

its main chapters into manuscripts for publication.
a general background and literature review section,

the

next two chapters are in the form of manuscripts for
âubmission to journals to the extent allowed by the Oregon
State University Graduate Division.

Chapter I on

phylogeny is intended for Molecular Phylogenetics and
Evolution, Chapter II on restriction mapping and mini
inversions is intended for Current Genetics.

The

introduction and discussion sections of the manuscripts,

as well as their literature cited sections, by necessity
contain information which is repeated in the literature
review, discussion, and bibliography sections of the
thesis.

The appendices contain information too detailed

for manuscripts.

The last section contains key protocols

used in the thesis work, given in sufficient detail to
allow most of the work to be repeated without referring to
other publications.

ABBREVIATIONS /NOTATIONS

Mya = million years ago
BP = years before present

"cutter" = restriction enzyme = restriction endonuclease
bp = base pair(s)

Kb = kilobase pair(s)

cpDNA = chioroplast DNA

mtDNA = mitochondrial DNA

CCCP = California closed-cone pines (P. radiata, L..
muricata, P. attenuata)

Chioroplast DNA Phylogeny of Hard Pines (subgenus Pinus):

Inference from Site Mutations and Multiple Small
(1-10 Kb) Inversions.

INTRODUCTION
The genus Pinus is a dominant member of the global
temperate flora, occurring naturally in much of the
Northern Hemisphere and extensively introduced in the
southern hemisphere for reforestation on xeric sites in
Australia, Brazil and Africa.

The pines are characterized

by high environmental adaptability and stress tolerance
which explains their evolutionary success and value to
human society.

Pines have been widely described and

classified, for centuries, and are first mentioned in the
writing of Threophratsus (Translated by Hort 1916), a
student of Aristotle from circa 2300 b.p.

Wood products from Pinus species have played an
important role in mankind's development through the ages,

and continue to be an integral element of many societies.
The wood of pines is one important source of fuel for
cooking and heating, especially in those countries where
oil, coal, hydroelectric or solar power are inaccessible
or too expensive.

Compared to fossil fuels, wood is a

resource which renews at a much faster rate.

Wood

products such as paper and building material are an

integral part of everyday life.
Economically, forests are a valuable resOurce.

Pines, either as a component of forests or a climax
species, cover a significant portion of the earth's
temperate regions.

The natural habitat of pines covers

much of the Northern Hemisphere, and, various pine species
are being introduced worldwide as fast growers, or as
opportunists on poor sites.

Pinus radiata (Monterey Pine)

plantations have been extremely successful in Australia
and New Zealand.

Literature Review
Taxonomy

Early Morphological Taxonomy
Threophrastus, a student of Aristotle, wrote
considerably about pines (Mirov 1967).

pitys and

He used the names

euke to describe five species of Mediterranean

pines that can be recognized today.
included in this study:

Three of these are

p. halepensis (pitys, sometimes

pitys agria), P. sylvestres (tity agria), and P. pinea
(teuke emeros,

euke conoforos) (Mirov 1967).

In the ensuing centuries, many interpretations of
pine taxonomy were offered.

Linnaeus (1753) presented a

classification of Pinus that encompassed most of the
modern Pinaceae, including Cedrus. Larix

Abies

Picea and
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Pinus. Koehn (1893) first classified Pinus into
Haploxylon and Diploxylon (akin to subgenera Strobus and

Pinus respectively, as described by Little and Critchfield
1969) based on needles witrh either one or two vascular
bundles respectively. This separation has been widely
incorporated into subsequent works of pine phylogeny (Shaw
1914; Little and Critchfield 1969; Mirov 1967; Farjon
1984; Duff ie].d 1952). Shaw (1914) incorporated Koehn's
(1893) taxonomy with additional morphological/phenotypic

traits to further subdivide the genus Pinus. Haploxylon
was sorted into two subsections, Cernbra and Paracernbra,
each with three groups. Diploxylon was sorted into two
groups as well: Parapinaster and Pinaster. Parapinaster,
which included the groups: Leiophyllae, Longifolia, and
Pinea, was separated from Pinus species which were
classified as Diploxylon, yet maintained some Haploxylon

traits. This categorization of aberrant species continued
such that in the future these species were often singled
out as separate from the major groups due to their novel
set of characters. Shaw's (1914) Pinaster contained
groups on the basis of dehiscent cones with the ray cell
pits either large (Lariciones) or small (Australes), or
serotinous cones with small ray cell pits (Insignes) and
very thick wing blades (Macrocarpae).
Based on number of needles, morphology of seed wings,
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and position of the resin ducts, Pilger's (1926)
classification differed mainly from Shaw's (1914) within
the Diploxylon group.

Pilger's (1926) exchanging of
species within groups, and repartitioning of other groups
would lead to much subsequent confusion. It appears that
the reliance on needle nuzriber and position of resin ducts
led to spurious taxonomic conclusions. Both of these

characters are considered to be plastic and subject to
frequent change, making them inappropriate for use in the
classification of species (Duffield 1952).
Modern Morphological Taxonomy

Little and Critchfield (1969) compared and contrasted
the classifications of Duffield (1952), Rehder(1949),
Pilger (1926) and Shaw (1914, 1924). Within the subgenus
Pinus, they expand on and repartition Shaw's (1914, 1924)
morphological-based taxonomy.

Shaw' s (1914) Australes

group is split into ,ustra1es and Ponderosa on the basis
of the spring shoots having one versus two or more
branches, respectively. A number of Inst2nes species are
distributed into Contortae and Oocarpae based on short
leaves (2-8 cm), two to a fascicle and long leaves (>8cm),
generally 3 (2-5) to a fascicle, respectively, while the
remaining Insignes species are reassigned to other
Critchfield and Little subsections depending on their

morphological traits.

The nomeclature of Little and

Critchfield (1969) will be utilized for the remainder of
this thesis.

VanderBurgh (1973) compared fossil wood anatomy
between "Pinuxylons-species" and extant pine species.
Within the hard pines, he splits Ternatae into sections
J.eiophyl1a and Jwnholtzii, incorporating P. halepensis and

P. brutia with P. pinea into subsection Pinea, puts
subsection Sylvestres only in Section Pinus, grouping the
remaining subsections and species under Section Pinaster.

Farjon (1984) describes the morphological, geographic
distribution, and climatic characters of VanderBurgh's
extant species.

His final morphological classification

contains significant deviations from the widely accepted
taxonomy of Critchfield and Little (1966).

Overall,

highly variable traits, with questionable adaptive
significance such as needle number, position of resin
ducts, and presence of prickle on the uznbo are unreliable

and lead to ambiguous results.

Numerous inconsistencies

exist between the character matrix and his final taxonomy.

colocry

Life history variation within species as well, as

between species is connon within Pinus subgenus PIZIUS
(Critchfield 1966).

Farjon (1984) suggested that species'
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extant distribution was a means of classification.

His

final grouping contrasted greatly with previously
established taxonomies, mainly due to the assumption that
ecologically similar species were phylogenetically
related.

An alternative view is ecological convergence

from phylogenetically separate lines.

McCune (1988)

attempted to address this issue by characterizing
ecological groups of North American pines utilizing a
multivariate analysis of life history and morphological
characters.

In all, five groups, with some overlap, were

described; only species within the subgenus Pinus will be
addressed here.

Group 1 is composed of fire-resistant

species: subsections Ponderosae and Sabininanae, and
Dalustris from subsection

ustrales.

Morphological

characters that distinguish this group are thick bark and
twigs, long needles, heavily armed cones, large seeds,
slow growth and often small stature.
fire-resilient.

Group 4 is termed

It contains P. radiata and P. attenuata

from subsection Oocarpae, all of subsection Contortae,

subsection Australes members: P. glabra. P. pungens. P.
rigida. P. serotina; and, P. leiophylla from section
Ternatae.

This obviously very diverse group is typified

by a high degree of cone serotiny, and abundant production
of small seeds whose release is delayed until after fire.
Populations tend to survive infrequent intense fires as
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seeds.

Group 5 is characterized by pines residing in

southern, niesic habitats of North America and includes

taeda, P. echinata, and P. elliotii from subsection

Australes, as well as P. muricata from subsection
Oocarpae.

Shared characters are fast growth, strong wood,

long leaves with short persistence and moderate shade
tolerance.

P. resinosa (subsection Sylvestres) was not

placed in any one group, because its characters were
shared with several groups.

The phylogram producing the

above groups is unique, concluding ecological convergence
from phylogenetically separately lines.

Thus, one can

infer that morphological traits selected under comparable
ecological conditions will tend to converge, a factor
which could account for many of the discrepancies seen in
morphologically-based pine taxonomies.

Ecologically-based

data should not stand by itself; it is best utilized for
introducing ne'.. characters into analyses of large

monophyletic groups not distinguished through other
character-based systems (i.e. morphological, biochemical,
or molecular data).

iochemistry

Pines produce a variety of secondary compounds which
serve many important

functions

in their life history.

In

the middle twentieth century, when chemistry was Coming to
the forefront of science, characters from biochemistry
were commonly used in establishing classifications in
sinus, thought their use in systernatics dates back to the
1880's.

Heartwood phenolic compounds, important

pest/pathogen deterrents, were surveyed by Erdtman et al.
(1966).

Thirteen different compounds, present in varying

degrees were found in Shaw's (1914) Haploxylon.

Heartwood

phenolics correlated well within Shaw's (1914) subsections
Gerardianae, Balfouriana, and Cembrae, with variation
existing in Flexiles and Strobi.

Only P. cernbroides was

surveyed in its subsection, so no

conclusion

drawn.

In Diploxylon,

could be

very little variation existed.

All

species except P. nigra contained pinosylvin, piriocembrim
and pinobanksin.

Mirov (1939, 1948) looked extensively at the gum
terpene composition of the genus Pinus in relation to
Shaw's (1914) classification.

Common chemicals, such as

pinene, did not correlate well to Shaw's (1914) taxonomy,
while rarer chemicals support a number of groups.
example,

For

n-unduca.ne, and n-aldehydes distinguishes two

members of the group Macrocarpae (P. torreyana,
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coulteri), while

longifolene

occurs, at low percentages,

mostly within North American members of subsection
Pinaster.

Gum terpene consists of rosin, a nonvolatile

residue, and other volatile oils.

Terpentine is a mixture

of certain volatile oils which varies among and within
species.

The two major components of terpentine are

terpines (C10H16) and sesquiterpines (C15H).

Components of

terpentine differ in density and index of refraction in
accordance with their chemistry. Pinene (a bicyclic CH16
compound with a three-carbon bridge), for example, exists
in either a or

forms and can be further subdivided on

the basis of optical rotation.

Due to their volatility

the basic compounds have the potential to react, thereby
producing a variety of compounds with similar
effectiveness against pests and pathogens.

Since

selection will not be strong for any particular compound,

the distribution of terpentine components among pines will
likely be the result of genetic drift.

This is supported

by a lack of correlation between the taxonotnic groups of

pines and their major terpenoid constituents.
Alternatively, it would make more sense to group species
on the presence of rare chemicals.

Those groups of

species thought to have evolved recently would have
similar proportions of rarer compounds because drift would
not yet have had a chance to diverge the two

(sensu

Mirov
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1948)

Genetic Relationships and Systematics

Hybridization
Duff ield (1952) assayed hybrid viability in crosses

among a number of Diployxion species.

He chose

representative species from both Pilger's (1926) and
Shaw's (1914) taxonomic groups.

Incorporating

biochemistry into his discussion, he concluded that Shaw's
Australes and Insignes groups are too inclusive.

Within

the Australes group, Duf field noted the differences in

terpene content of eastern versus western North American
species.

Further, he suggested that the California

closed-cone pines be separated from the rest of subsection
Oocarpae based on their ability to cross within, but not
outside this group.

Likewise, the group Contortae is

segregated from Shaw's Insignes to include P. contorta and
P. banksiana which forms a viable hybrid (Duff ield 1952;

Govindaru and Wagner 1988), as well as P. virginiana and
P. clausa which share morphological characters and
geographic distribution with P. contorta and P. banksiana.

It is worth noting, however, that P. contorta and L
banksiana have very different terpenes (Mirov 1948).

Within Ponderosae, P. jeffryi and P. ponderosa also form
hybrids, strengthening the association between the two.

1].

Isozymes
Isozymes have been a useful tool for assaying genetic
variation at many taxonomic levels.

In land plants they

are generally of greatest utility at or below the species
It is

level, and for surveying patterns of inheritance.

the level of variation of isozymes that makes them useful
in population analysis; but, their rapid change (response
to selective pressure) makes then unsuitable for
intersectional phy].ogenetic reconstructions at higher
taxonomic levels.

Unlike molecular genetic markers, which

assay the DNA-genotype itself, isozymes are proteins which
are end product phenotypes of one or more genes.

Proteins

are translated from mRNA, which is transcribed from DNA.

Modification at various stpes in the process leads an
amino acid product which is not a direct represnttation of
the coing material, DNA.

Within Pinus subgenus Pinus, some of the major
subsections have been the subject of isozyme
investigations.

ranging

Wheeler et al.

subsection Contortae.

(1983) surveyed the wide-

In their initial study,

they compared morphological traits among species,

finding

superficial morphology to be very similar, and that there
was much variation with respect to cone characteristics.
Next, they standardized gene frequency data at 42 allozyme
loci, calculated standardized genetic distances (Nei
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1987), and constructed a dendrogram of the taxa.

Overall,

topology correlated wel]. with Critchfield and Little's
(1966) classification of the subsection.

W1ieeler et al.

(1983) determined P. contorta to be the ancestral taxon.

They base this conclusion on the fact that the remaining
taxa within the subsection are nearly equidistant to j
contorta, probably radiating after a period of major
continental glacial activity.

The relatively small

genetic distance (0.013) and ease of crossability between
P. clausa and virginiana indicated they are a recently
divergent group which migrated to the southeastern United
States.

Pinus jeffryi, a member of subsection Ponderosae, was
the focus of another a].lozyme investigation.

The range of

P. jeffryi extends from southeastern Oregon to Baja
California.

Fumier and Adams (1986) sampled seven

populations from each of two recognized regions: the
Klainath Mountains and the Sierra Nevada of southern
Calif ornia.

Data from twenty enzymes confirmed the

regional separation and revealed patterns of within
region, and within population subdivision and
heterozygosity.

Ledig and Conkle (1983) surveyed 59 isozyme loci in
populations of Pinus torreyana on Santa Rosa Island and in
the mainland Torrey Pines Reserve in California.

All
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pines within the two separate populations were homozygous
at all 59 loci.

Only 2 loci of 59 (3.4%) differed between

the mainland and the island.

They hypothesized that one

or more drastic reductions in population sizes (to 50
individuals) occurred during a recent xerothermic event
10,000 BP.

A recent bott].enecking event may also help

explain the lack of genetic diversity in a more widely
spread species, Pinus resinosa (Critchfield 1984).
Karalaxnangala and Nickrent (1989) performed an

electrophoretic study of Mexican pines within the subgenus
Dip.loxylon (Shaw 1914).

Representatives were chosen from

the Section Ternatae (].eiophylla, 2 types) and Section

Pinus subsections Oocarpae (P. oocarpa. P. pringlei) and
Ponderosa (P. cooperi. doug].asiana. duraniensis.
englemannii. lawsonii. michoacana. xnontezwna

5varieties: ponderosa. scopulorum}. teocote).

ponderosa
Tree

samples were taken from relatively separate areas within a
taxon's geographic distribution.

All fifteen enzymes

surveyed were polymorphic, with levels of heterozygosity
and percent polymorphic loci varying greatly.

A distance

Wagner tree produced from a Prevosti genetic distance
matrix was in general accord with morphologically based
classifications.

P. teocote and P. lawsonii formed a

monophyletic group that was judged a sister group to the
subsection Ponderosae complex.

Relationships within the
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ponderosae complex were poorly resolved as illustrated by
the fact that the two samples from P. michoacana and
nontezuina were paraphyletic. The most notable finding of
this study was that P. leiophylla was grouped within a
monophyletic subsection Oocarpae. In the past,
morphological taxonomies had distinguished P. leiQphylla

and P. luxnholtzii as a separate subsection from other
Diploxylon pines (Shaw 1914; Critchfield and Little 1966).
P. leiophyli.a, however, had a lowered genetic identity
with the two subsection Oocarpae species, giving some

justification for its previously seprate classification.
Further, the two P. leiophylla accessions, from different
areas in the state of Durango, Mexico, were fixed at
twelve of the same fifteen loci, showing the same
variation in 6-PGDH (6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase),
PGI (phoshoglucoisomerase), and PGM (phosphoglucomutase),

indicating subdivision reminiscent of the aforementioned
Ponderosae species variations.
Using Pinus oocarpa as an outgroup, Millar et al.
(1988) compared the three species of the California closed
cone complex: P. attenuata, P. inuricata, and P. radiata.

All of these species have highly differentiated, disjunct
populations along the California coast. P. attenuata has
the greatest distribution, extending from southeastern
Oregon to Baja California. Traditionally, on the basis of
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morphological traits, phy].ogenetic relationships were

indeterminate both between and within these species.

Samples representing the major geographic ranges of each
species were assayed for 32 enzyme loci.

The variation

was accounted for as follows: 25% between species, 11%
between populations, and 64% within populations.

Assuming

P. oocarpa to be the ancestral taxon, the average genetic
distances between the California species were comparable
to values found for subsection Contortae (Wheeler et al.
1983).

Each of the three species were recognized as

distinct and monophyletic with respect to P. oocarpa.

muricata was divided into northern and southern
populations, while little populations subdivision was
found in both P. attenuata and P. radiata.

The variation

in P. oocaa was about twice that of the closed-cone
pines.

Seed Storage Proteins
Seed storage proteins, analyzed by SDS-PAGE methods,

are potentially suitable for taxonomic studies, but they
have only recently been surveyed in forest tree species
(Schirone et al. 1991).
et al.

In their recent study, Schirone

(1991) examined the seed proteins within a number

of European Pinus species and members representing other
Pinaceous genera.

Within the genus Pinus, the separation
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between the two subgenera (Strobus and Pinus), was clear
The final taxonomy, where the hard pine subsections
Sylvestres and Pinea were separated, was in accord with
the classification of Klaus (1989).

DNA Variation
The techniques of molecular genetics have allowed the
incorporation of comparative analysis of nucleotide
sequences into a number of systematic studies in the past
15 years.

Application of this technology in conifers is a

recent phenomenon, with most findings being reported only
in the last 5 years.

The first extensive DNA study of Pinus was performed
by Szmidt et al.

variability in

(1988), who studied chioroplast genome

inus species representing the two

subgenera and nine of the fifteen subsections (Critchfield
and Little terminology, 1966).

Plant material in the form

of needles for each species, was pooled from about one
hundred nursery-grown seedlings and mature individuals
from three worldwide sources.

Total chioroplast DNA was

isolated and restricted with four separate 6bp recognition
enzymes.

The digested were electrophoroes in agarose

gels, stained, and their fragment patterns analyzed.
Restriction fragment variation, calculated via Kaneko's
dissimilarity index, was used to construct a UPGMA tree.
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The dendrogram strongly partitioned the subgenera, Strobus
and Pinus.

Within the subgenus Pinus species in

subsection Sylvestres and Contortae each grouped
monophyletically, in support of little and Critchfield's
classification).

P. ponderosa and P. rigida, representing

subsection Ponderosae and subsection Australes
respectively were paraphyletic, suggesting that Shaw's
(1914) Australes group, including the two, was more
appropriate.

Overall, Szmidt et al.

(1988) concluded that

chloroplast diversity correlated well with speciation
events in this genera.
The next Pinus restriction fragment survey caine from
Strauss and Doerkseri (1990), whose study included at least

one species from each of 14 of Critchfield and Little's
(1966) 15 subsections.

not included.

Only the monotypic P. krempf ii was

Total DNA, from one individual per species,

was restricted, gel separated, blotted onto nitrocellulose
filters and probed.
were examined.

In all, 108 probe/enzyme combinations

Gene probes included chioroplast DNA, from

Douglas fir and tobacco (80 Kb total = 2/3 of the
chioroplast), an actin gene from P. contorta, a 5S
ribosonial gene from P. radiata, and mitochondrial genes:

coxl and 18S-5S ribosomal from Zea species.

Character

phenotypes for all probes were scored as either point
mutations or fragment patterns, combined to form one data
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matrix, and analyzed using parsimony analysis, both Wagner
and Dollo algorithms, and Fitch-Margoliash least-squares
distance matrix analysis.

The distance and parsimony results provide strong
evidence for the naturalness of the hard and soft pine
subgenera.

Within the hard pines, P. ponderosa, L..

coulteri and P.

sabiniana

were shown to be closely

related, as were P. canariensis and P. pinea.

Both

parsimony analyses methods strongly separated the Old

World Canariensis-Pinea dade within the hard pines,
whereas distinction among the rest of the hard pine
species was poorly resolved as indicated by low confidence
intervals and variable grouping within the major clades,
depending on the parsimony algorithm employed.

Chioroplast DNA variation was used to survey
nucleotide diversity and phylogeny using restriction site
data in the California closed-cone pines (CCCP)
1992).

(Hong

Nucleotide diversity data, computed using Nei's

(1983) index, revealed a different pattern of
differentiation axnoung the closed-cone pines as compared

to isozyme data (Millar et al 1988).
gene diversity was divided as follows:

Total chioroplast
83% of the

variation among species, 16% between populations, and
within population gene diversity comprised less than 1% of
the total.

The respective values for the isozyme study
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were 25%, 111, and 64%.

One reason for the contrast is that chloroplast DNA
evolves at a much slower rate and different mechanisms
than nuclear DNA.

Biparenta]. inheritance and frequent

recornbination within the nuclear genome continually

provides variation.
variability.

Recombination acts to maintain

Also, isozymes are effectively neutral such

that genetic drift further increases variability.

In

contrast, chloroplast DNA is generally inherited

uniparentally and rarely undergoes intramolecular
recoinbination.

As a result, mutations (neutral or

slightly advantageous) quickly sweep through populations
(and species) and are fixed via periodic selection.

Thus,

chioroplast mutations will typically be detected at higher
taxonomic levels than nuclear (isozyme) mutations.

Hong's phylogenetic study utilized genomic DNA from
384 trees, derived from 20 populations in the species
complex and one tree from the outgroup P. oocarpa Schiede.
DNA was digested with 20 restriction enzymes (17 six-

cutters, 3 four-cutters), Southern blotted and probed with
DNA clones comprising 80% of the Pseudotsuga menziesii

chioroplast genome.

Of the 313 restriction sites

surveyed, 24 were polymorphic and only one being
phylogenetically uninformative.

Phylogenetic trees

generated from restriction site data were in general
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agreement with the findings of Mi].lar et al. (1988),

recognizing the three species as significantly distinct.

The only difference at this level is that the southern
population of P. muricata (isozyme data) was split into
southern and intermediate populations by molecular genetic
data on the basis that the southern population contains
two additional characters.

Paleontological Data

Pinus is theorized to have originated in the middle
latitudes of the northern hemisphere (Florin 1963; Mirov
1967; Mi].lar 1989,1992).

Mirov (1967) and Florin (1963)

speculate that Beringia, a land mass that intermittenly
connected east Siberia and Alaska during the Tertiary, is
the site of Pinus' origin.

This hypothesized region would

now be submerged beneath the Bering Sea. In light of the
widely accepted existence of Pangea (Smith et al. 1981),

it is unlikely that Beringia actually existed at this
time.

Further evidence supporting Pangea in regards to

pine evolution is offered by Equilize (1985) and Millar
(1989), who point out a likely area of origir to be on the

Eurasian continent, near what is now known as western
Europe.

The oldest fossil of a modern pinaceous species

is Pinus belgica, found in Early Cretaceous sediments in
Belgium (Millar 1989, Miller 1976)
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The late Jurassic conifer Pityostrobus is considered
a likely ancestor of the genus Pinus (Miller 1976, Axeirod
1986).

pityostrobus has preswnably primitive fossil cone

morphology characters such as: inflated scale apex,

bract

and scale traces, resin canals, and scale strands (Miller
1976, 1988).

Similar structures are found in members of

the subgenus Strobus.

This similarity, combined with the

Cretaceous fossil record of subgenus Strobus implies that
subgenus Strobus is a closely related descendant of
Pityostrobus.

Modern pine species are thought to have

arisen at the onset of the Cenozoic (Millar 1989, 1992;
Axeirod 1986; Miller 1976, 1988).

Based on fossil

evidence, Farjon (1984) and Mirov (1976) postulate Pinus
origins to have occurred during the Late Triassic,
probably mistaking Pityostrobus for Pinus.

At the time of

Pityostrobus' origin, the supercontinent Pangea was
beginning to split up into the northern continent
Laurasia, and the southern continent, Gondwanaland.
Progression of Pityostrobus soon branched of f to create

the genus Pinus and subsequent migration of both occurred
swiftly across the middle latitudes to the ends of
Laurasia.

By the beginning of the Cretaceous, both pityostrobus
and Pinus had reached the extremes of Laurasia
1976, Stockey and Ueda 1986).

(Miller

During the Cretaceous,
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Pinus underwent major radiation such that many Sections
and subsections originated during that time (Axeirod,
1986).

By the late cretaceous, Laurasia began to break up

into North America and Eurasia (Smith, 1981), restricting
further migration.

Both subgenera have members on both

continents, and have more recently derived subgroups
limited to each continent.

Recent molecular data (Strauss

and Doerksen, 1990) support this theory.

Within the

subgenus Pinus, this separation would distinguish between
Western Hemisphere pines and Eastern Hemisphere pines,
designating those of Eurasian descent to be Old World.

Old World
The Old World distribution of Pinus encompasses the
Tethyan region, extending though coastal areas surrounding
the Mediterranean Sea, the high mountains of Southern
Europe, and the Canary Islands (Mirov 1967).

Southern

Europe is estimated to be the area of origin and early
diversification of hard pines (review j
Axeirod 1986, Mirov 1967).

Millar 1989,

During the Cretaceous, the

Tethys Sea isolated Southern Europe from Northern Africa,

thus preventing migration into the African continent at
that time.

The latter half of the Tertiary saw intense

tectonic and fault activity causing a number of major
recoristructions of the land masses and seas of the Tethyan
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region, leading to varying periods of isolation and
contact among Old World subgenus Pinus species and
populations.

The Iberian

Peninsula

formed during the Carboniferous

(Mirov 1967), and was subjected to much land upheaval soon
following.

During the Upper Jurassic the Mediterranean

Sea became connected with the Atlantic Ocean, suggesting
that the lands were continuous beforehand.

The strong

alliance between p. caniariensis and P. roxhburghii, based

on morphology (Shaw 1914), supports this idealogy.

Tertiary and early Quaternary deposits in Spain
contain fossils that resemble the modern species L.
canariensis and P. pinea.

Land connections to the

southeast may have allowed P. canariensis to migrate to
its present position in the Canary Islands.

Southern

France is rich in Tertiary subsection Sylvestres fossil
deposits, while P. sylvestres dominates to the North, and
is considered of the Quaternary age.

P. nigra is native

to mountainous regions such as Italy and the Eastern
Mediterranean also extending to the Balkans and Asia Minor
where it is accompanied by P. pinea and P. halepensis.
Mirov (1967

ensu) suggests these three species to be of

at least Tertiary age, possibly migrating much earlier
from eastern Asia, their proposed site of origin, along

mountain

ranges north of the Himalayas.

Millar's (1989)
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view is that these pines reinvaded from the south,
emphasizing the role of pine refugia during the paleoceneeocene climate shift to a more tropical one, which favored
angiosperms.

Klaus (1989) considers many extant physiological and
fossilized reproductive characters {cone scales,
apophyses, inucros, seed, all fossils), in his analysis of

Mediterranean pine phylogeny.

His results are such that

three groups are recognized.

The first group ranges from

the Canary Islands to Himalayas, including P. pinea, L
halepensis, p. brutja, as well as into North America,
represented by subsection Oocarpae, subsection Australes,
and sect Pinaster (Shaw 1914).

Klaus (1989) suggests L..

resinosa to be of common ancestry with this group having
since diverged and a separate subsection is warranted.

Second, P. sylvestres is linked with Asian taxa from the
same subsection.

Finally, white pines are separated out

by themselves, stemming from a pre-Tertiary origin.

New World
The North American continent is home to a large
number of pine species.

Though it is now separate from

the Eurasian continent, significant geological events
occurred before, during, and after the partitioning of the
Laurasian continent.

As previously stated, subgenus Pinus
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originated during the Mid to Late Jurassic in Europe,

migrating rather quickly in an east-west fashion
thereafter (Mil].ar 1989, Miller 1976).

Mirov (1967) cites

the discovery of Jurassic pine-like fossils in Oregon
(Ward 1905), but is careful to point that these were
classified to the genus Pinus only.

A more persuasive

piece of evidence lies in the fossil remains of L
clementsii in Cretacean Minnesota, as reported by Pierce
(1957).

The pollen grains of P. clementsii are

indistinguishable from those of P. resinosa (Mirov 1967).
Fontaine (Ward 1905) reported a Cretacean pine, L..

shastensis, in California; and, Mirov (1967) indicates
many instances of Cretacean Pinus fossil documentation on
the eastern seaboard.

It is generally believed that most

of the modern subsections had evolved by the end of the
Cretaceous.

There are two main theories on Pinus' migration to
the North american continent during the Cretaceous.

Farjon (1984) hypothesizes a Pinus migration across
Beringia, a land mass connecting the USSR and Alaska, and
subsequent spread to the eastern side of the continent.

However, the majority of data (reviewed in Mirov 1967, and
in Millar 1989) supports the migration from Western Europe
to North

xnerica.

Millar (1989), on the basis of the

locations of Cretacean Ponderosae-like and ,Pustrales-like
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cones, concludes the following genealogy:
of Sylvestres across the continent;

1) the spread

2) the divergence of

.Ponderosae from Sylvestres due to isolation by Cretacean
Sea;

3) the subsequent divergence of Australes from one

of those two groups in the Late Cretaceous.

The interpretation of Tertiary fossil evidence is
somewhat ambiguous.

During the early Tertiary (45-65 MYA)

significant events included the shrinking of the Cretacean
sea, and progression of the Laurasian breakup separating
North America from Europe, though occasional attachment
existed in the North Atlantic and Beringia (Millar (1989).

The period is characterized by the presence of several
distinct pine fossils over the North American continent.

Mirov (1967) discusses a torreyan-like eocene fossil in
Oregon.

Axeirod (1986) refers to the subsection

Sylvestres alliance of the eocene (46 MYA) deposits of
allisonil Miller and P. arnoldii Stockey as support of
Beringial connections during the Cretaceous.

He concludes

Ponderosae to be of definite Eocene (46 MTh) origin based
on fossil

evidence at Yellowstone, Green River, and

Princeton, and suggests the Southern Cordilleran region
(Mexico and SW USA) to be the center of Ponderosae.

diversification during the Paleogene.

Despite these significant findings, Pinus fossils are
generally scarce during this period.

Millar (1989)
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explains this anomaly by a major global climate warming
event, commencing during the Paleocene and extending into
the Miocene.

Manifestation of a mesic, tropical climate

throughout the earth's middle latitudes restricted pines
to refugia, and extensive extinction may have resulted.
These refugia take three basic forms:

high latitudes, low

latitudes, and dry inland areas at low middle latitudes.

To the North, above 70 degrees latitude, the area now
beneath the Arctic Ocean could have served as a refugia
for subsections Contortae and Sylvestres.

MIJ.lar (1989)

supports this hypothesis with the accumulating fossil

pollen evidence of many Pinus species in that region, and
the shallow disposition of the land mass below the Arctic
Ocean which implies that it was elevated in the past.

The

low latitude regions were likely occupied by other hard
pine subsections such as North American Australes,

Oocarpae, Sabinianae, Leiophylla, and European Pineae and
Canariensis.

Dry inland regions such as the one

stretching from northern Nevada to British Columbia
(.Axelrod 1966), may have served as refugia for the

northern members of subsection Ponderosae.

This dramatic change in climate and redistribution of
species had a major impact on evolution.

Millar (1989)

suggests that many of the more primitive, Cretacean genera
such as Pityostrobus and Pseudoauricaria disappeared.
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Likewise, many Cretacean subgenus Pinus species,

particularly

subsection Sylvestres and the ancestors of

the New World pines, probably declined as well.

While

older lineages diminished, new-found refugias served as
centers for pine diversification.

Many subsections such

as Leiophylla, Austra].es, Sylvestres and Contortae are now

bimodal because of the north-south separation of their
members during the Early Tertiary (Millar 1992).

L..

resinosa and P. tropicalis demonstrte the split in
$ylvestres, while P. banksiana and P. virginiana are the
northern-southern refugia member species of Contortae.

The Middle Tertiary (25-45) was an exceedingly
important period for Pinus.

North America became

completely separated from Europe.

The tropical climate,

which manifested during the Paleocene, dissipated rapidly.

Wolfe (1978) describes a 10-13 °C drop in a matter of one
million years in some areas.

One fossil series suggests

that the boreotropical flora was replaced by conifers in
only one million years (Axelrod 1966).

Pine fossils

reappearing at this time include many resembling
virginiana and P. taeda (mirov 1967).

Axeirod's (1986)

discussion includes fossil species he allies to modern
subsections: Contorta

fossils are first documented at

Bull Run {40 MYA}, and at the Late Oligocene Creede (CO)
flora site {3o MYA}.

Other Creede flora include
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coloradensis (allied to Leiophyllae, Axeirod 1986) and a
number of Ponclerosae-like species which resemble SW US and

Mexican pines, indicating the diversification of
Ponderosae in a southern Cordilleran area sometime during
the Paleogene, where Oocarpae is thought to have
originated as well (Axeirod 1986, 1980).

During the late

Eocene and Oligocene, Mexico and Central America are
thought of as becoming centers of secondary diversity.

There are conflicting hypotheses as to Mexico and Central
America's role in Pinus evolution during this time.

Pinus

species may have found refuge here during the tropical
periods of the early Eocene (Millar 1989).

Alternatively,

the region may have been under water until the later
Miocene, at which time pines could have invaded the area
(Mirov 1967).

One fact is accepted: no fossil pines have

ever been found south of the Mexico/Texas border prior to
much more recent epochs.

The Late Tertiary (2-25 MYA) is the period when
widespread fossil pines with clearly modern alliances are
found, indicating that most modern species or closely
related complexes had diverged by the late Miocene (Millar
1992).

The best documented subsections of this time occur

in the California basin and Mexico.

P. pseudostrobus-like

and P. oaxacana-like Miocene fossils represent subsections
Ponderosae and $abinianae respectively (Axeirod 1986).
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Most studies in this region concentrate on subsection
Oocarpae.

A P. oocarpa-like ancestor gave rise to the

California Closed Cone Pines during the Early miocene
(Axeirod 1980).

Fossil cones from P. pretuberculata (7

and 12 MYA) cannot be differentiated from the living L.
attenuata, cones of p. "borealis" and P. rernorata and

suggest a recent hybridization to form P. muricata, with a
P. rernorata-like ancestor giving rise to p. radiata during

the Middle Miocene (Axelrod 1980).

During the Miocene,

the rise of the temperature and the decrease in rainfall
between the Cascades and Sierras acted to prevent
northward migration such that the Mexican upland acted as
a temporary refuge and center of pine diversification
(Mirov 1967).

The Quaternary is marked by periods of localized
climatic change.

North America and

Ice sheets covered significant areas of
Europe.

Species normally occurring in

those area were either devastated or forced to retreat to
unglaciated areas.

Contortae species were severely

reduced in distribution, possibly remaining in an
unglaciated area in the Yukon (Mirov 1967).

Since

glaciation took place in the north, species existing there
could have undergone a bottleneck, reducing variability
compared to southern species (Critchfield 1984).

This

phenomenon is especially evident in red pine, which has
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almost no genetic variation (Critchfield 1984).

While northern latitudes were glaciated, middle
latitudes were subjected to xerothennic conditions.

Axelrod (1982) addressed the Monterey endemic region, and
events leading to the present distribution of pine species
there.

He speculates that the area accumulated conifers

that had wider distributions in the past.

P. sabiniana,

which covered steep dip-slopes of the Eocene and Miocene,
suggests that the area was much warmer in the past,

whereas P. torreyana has been reduced to two patches near
the Soledad River Valley from a wider distribution as
indicated by their occurrence on Eocene Torrey Sandstone.

P. radiata's trend toward larger seeds indicates adaption
to a more severe mediterranean-climate emerging during the
Pleistocene, and general fragmentation of the California
closed-cone pine complex signify the role of this climatic
change during the Quaternary.

Chloroplast Background
The chioroplast is the essential plant organelle
where an intricate photosystem converts light energy into
chemical energy.

Other essential syntheses occur in the

plastid as well, as demonstrated by the retention of many
gene families in non-photosynthetic plants.

So essential,

in fact, that there are often 20-70 chioroplasts per cell.
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Each chioroplast contains its own organellar geriome (CpDNA

or plastome) which encodes for photosystem components,
rRNAs, tRNAs and numerous other proteins.

The entire

chioroplast genome of tobacco (Shinozaki 1986), rice
(Hiratsuka, 1989) and the liverwort Marchantia (Ohyaxna

1986) has been sequenced , defining its gene order and

content which is highly conserved among plants.

Chloroplast DNA is a small circular molecule, ranging in
size from 56 kilobase (kb) to 217 kb, but most fall
between 120 to 217 kb in size, containing one or two
copies of a region known as the large inverted repeats
which comprise 10 to 70% of the chioroplast genome.
land plants contain two inverted repeats.

Most

The loss of one

inverted repeat has been documented five separate times in
six tribes of temperate legumes (Palmer et al 1987b, Lavin
et al. 1990), conofolis (Downie and Palmer 1992), at least
once in the Geraniaceae (Calie and Palmer unpublished),
Orobanchaceae, and all conifers (Raubsen and Jansen 1992,
Strauss et al. 1988).

The chioroplast, a cytoplasmic element, is thought to
have been incorporated within the plant cell as a
eubacteria-like endosymbiont (Gray 1989; reviewed in
Palmer 1991).

Because of its cytoplasmic residency, it is

generally inherited uniparentally, though increasing
numbers of cases of biparental inheritance are being
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documented (Kirk and Tilney-Basset 1978; Sears 1980; Lee
et al. 1988; Johnson and Palmer 1989).

In most

angiosperms, the genome is inherited maternally.

In

conifers however, paternal inheritance is predominant
(Neale 1986, Szmidt et al. 1987, Wagner et al. 1987, and

White 1990) with occasional biparental inheritance
(Govindaraju et al. 1988, White 1990, Hong 1992).

Rates of nucleic acid substitution for plastid,

mitochondrial and nuclear DNA in plants have been
estimated by extensive sequence comparisons (Wolfe 1987).

Non-synonymous substitutions are similar in the
organelles, but the synonymous substitution rate in
chloroplasts (1-3 X iO

substitutions/site/year) is almost

three time higher that in mitochondrial genes (0.2-1.0 X

10). The synonymous substitution rate in plant nuclear
genes (5.0-30 X 10) appears to be at least twice that of
chioroplasts and five times that of mitochondrial genes.
Recent work in the palm family (Wilson et al. 1990)

suggests that the rate of chioroplast evolution in woody
plants is 5 to 13 times slower than for herbaceous plants.
Rate heterogeneity also exists within the chioroplast
genome; the silent substitution rate (combined estimation
from non-coding regions and synonymous sites) within the
single copy regions is quadruple that in the large
inverted repeat (Wolfe et al. 1987, 1989).
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Relative rates are calculated simply by taking the
ratio of the number of mutations along two divergent
branches from a common node.

Significance of values is

tested using chi-square technique with one degree of
freedom.

Relative rate tests are important for assaying

whether molecular evolution proceeds at a steady pace
(Kimura 1987), as well as for calculating divergence
times.

The chlorop].ast genome has a compact gene arrangement
and few dispersed repeats.

Rearrangements are apparently

inhibited by the presence of two large inverted repeats
(Palmer 1990), though still possible within the genome
(Jansen and Palmer 1987, Quigley and Well 1985, Howe et
al. 1988, Milligan et al. 1989, Raubsen and Jansen 1992).

Loss of the inverted repeat can dispose the chioroplast to
extensive rearrangements (Palmer and Thompson 1982), as
reported in certain legumes (Palmer 1987, Crouse et al
1986), members of the Geraniaceae (Palmer et a?. 1987a),
and conifers (Strauss et al. 1988).

Also, differences in

gene copy number can accompany (Wolfe 1988) or occur after
(Lidhoim 1991) the loss of the inverted repeat.

Another

common polymorphism in chloroplast DNA, regardless of
large inverted repeat status, is small size differences
less than one Kb, occurring between species

(Doebley et

al. 1987) and within species (Hipkins unpublished
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data/personal communication, Teen

et al. 1985), often at

either end of the large single copy region which is known
to be a length mutation hotspot (Palmer 1985).

Aldrich et

al. (1988) found the region between the psbA and trnH
genes in alfalfa to be prone to frequent
insertion/deletion events.

They also defined a 210 bp

region in alfalfa that contains an inverted
repeat stemloop Structure.

Utility of cpDNA
The chloroplast genome is small and generally

homogeneous within individuals, which permits
resolution
on a single agarose gel of most fragments produced
by the
use of restriction enzymes. In most plant groups,
there
have been few major structural rearrangements during
chloroplast evolution.

Such events are common in

mitochondrial and nuclear genomes, and can cloud the
evolutionary history of DNA sequence relative to that of

organjs.

In contrast to the chloroplast genome, the

Initochondrjal genome (mtDNA) of plants is highly
variable
in organization and size (Birky 1988).
Frequent

recoinbination within mtDNA can lead to heterogeneity in
rntDNA type within an individual as well as
a cell, thus

leading to potential misinterpretation of band
patterns.
Also, due to the frequency of reconibination,
mtDNA band
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patterns may converge through a series of different
recombinational events.

Similarly, frequent recornbination

within the nuclear genome can lead to convergent band
patterns.

This phenomenon may be more pronounced in

conifers where the genome is immense and much repetitive
DNA exists.

The high degree of sequence conservation

(Palmer and Thompson 1982, Wolfe 1987) allows the use of

cladistic methods of phylogenetic inference, since
presence or absence (gains or losses) of specific
restriction sites can be considered homologous.
Because the chloroplast evolves slowly, taxa at a
number of levels may assayed.

The sequence from one

particularly conserved gene, the large subunit of rubisco
(rbcL), has been used to study divergence between species

in a number of families (Palmer 1991 for review), while
restriction-site data is more commonly used among and
within genera (Nei and Li 1979; Soltis et al. 1992).
Sequence divergence data for conifers is lacking.

What

does exist is based on a few enzyme maps (Strauss et al.
1988) between representatives from two genera, or based on
small data sets among closely related species (Hong 1992).
In either case the values present are good guidelines, but
their standard error is too great to make any explicit
conclusions.

Restriction site analyses of cpDNA have proven useful
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They are particularly

at nany taxonomic levels.

functional for Clarifying relationships among congeneric
species in flowering plants (Doebley et al. 1987,
Sigurgeirsson and Szmidt 1988, Strauss and Doerksen 1990,

Strauss and Doerksen 1990, Systma and Schaal 1985, Szmidt
et a].. 1988, Wallace and Jansen 1990, Fumier et al.
1990).

Szmidt et a]..

(1988) studied phylogenetic

relationships among Pinus species based on chioroplast DNA
fragment polymorphisms.

In these studies, relatively good

agreement existed between taxonomic groupings based on
cpDNA analyses and morphological traits, but moderate to
poor agreement between taxonomies based on cpDNA analyses
and crossability patterns.

Strauss and Doerksen (1990)

studied phylogeny in the genus Pinus using restriction
site and fragment analysis of chloroplast, nuclear and
mitochondrial genes.

They found subsection Parrya to be

the most ancestral of extant taxa in subgenus Strobus, and
that hard pines differentiated strongly into Sections
Pinus and Ternatae.

Strauss et al.

evolutionary relationships of

(1990) studied

seudotsuga rnenziesii Mirb.

Franco and its relatives from DNA site mutations and
fragments of chioroplast, nuclear and mitochondrial DNA.

They found strong separation among North American and
Asian species, and, based on a high proportion of shared
mutations in their Larix outgroup, predicted that the
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genus likely arose in North America and then migrated to
As ia.

Previous belief was that cpDNA had inadequate
variation to assay within-species variation.

However,

over 60 examples are reviewed in Soltis, Soltis and
Milhigan (1992).

Hong (1992) surveyed up to 50

individuals per geographic population within each species
of the California closed-cone pine complex.

Significant

geographic subdivision was found only in the presumed
ancestor P. banksiana.

Au

et al.

(1991) surveyed 24 to

33 individuals from each of four conifers and found only
rare differences in coast redwood and incense cedar, a
high rate of small length variants in Douglas-fir, and no
variation in loblolly pine.

Tsai and Strauss (1990)

analyzed the length variation in Douglas-fir, finding it
to be due to variable number and the orientation of very
small repeats.

Length mutations in hotspots might occur

as a result of deletions and insertions brought about by
unequal crossing-over within tandem repeats.

Chi oropi as t Characters
Length mutations may occur as a consequence of the
high mutability and recombination potential of repetitive

DNA, and, regions of the genome prone to length mutation
are far more polymorphic than are random regions of the
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genome for site mutations.

As a result, length mutations

are, at least in theory, better markers for
population genetic processes.

within

However, due to their often

restricted genomic distribution, length mutations cannot
be regarded as providing a random sample of the genome,
like site-mutation data does (Wolfe et al. 1987, 1989).
The discrete nature of site mutations, and their tendency
to be fixed within species or populations, makes them more
suitable as phylogenetic markers.

Finally, the nature of

frequent length mutations complicates their interpretation
as unique evolutionary events.

This makes them more prone

to phylogenetic convergence and, therefore, should not be
included with site mutation data when performing
phylogenetic analyses.

Inversions and other rearrangements, in contrast to
length mutations, are more significant than .point

mutations and should accordingly be more heavily weighted
This

in phylogenetic analyses (Downie and Palmer 1992).

is due to their complex nature and extremely low
likelihood of evolving more than once independently.

As

such, inversion events have been used to define
monophyletic taxa at the species level and above.

The

gene order found in tobacco occurs in most other
angiosperms (Palmer et al. 1985, Downie and Palmer 1991),

and probably represents the ancestral gene order of
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vascular plants (Raubsen and Jansen 1992a).

As stated

above, gene rearrangements are more frequent in plastomes
that have lost one large inverted repeat (Milligan et a].
1989).

In conifers, the distinction between the genera

Pinus and Pseudotsuga is reinforced by inversions between
atpE and atlDF/A genes.

Complex rearrangements have also

been found within Sequoia sempervirens (Ali et a].. 1991)

and hypothesized in Pinus radiata (Hong 1992, personal
communication)

In conifers, fragment patterns and site mutations
have also been used to assay patterns of inheritance and

introgression

within and between species.

Govindaraju et

al. (1989) analyzed 902 individuals from two populations
in a sympatric region of P. banksiana and P. contorta.

They observed a large number of novel chloroplast DNA
variants not found in the allopatric regions of these two
parental species.

Further, three apparently recombinant

chioroplast genotypes were discovered, in each of which
one marker was typical of both P. banksiana and
contorta demonstrating that complex events are not
confined to the nuclear genome.

Wang and Szmidt (1990)

found the chloroplast DNA RFLP pattern of ,Pinus densata to
combine the RFLP patterns of both P. tabulaeformis and
vunnaTiensis.

They

suggest P. densata to be a Tertiary

hybrid of the two parents, adapted to high mountain
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environments where neither of the parental species can
normally grow.

White (1990) found heteroplasxfly for a

restriction site polymorphism in one individual of Pinus
jnonticola, while Hong (1992) described heteroplasmy in one

individual of Pinus radiata.

Phylqgenetic Analyses
DNA sequences as quantitative genetic markers have
several advantages over other characters such as
allozymes, terpenes, and morphology (reviewed by Strauss
et al. 1992).

First, most DNA sequence variation occurs

in non-coding DNA and synonymous sequences of coding DNA,
and is thus considered selectively neutral.

Evolutionary

inferences may therefore be nearly free from the
constraints imposed by natural selection.

Second, it

allows a greater variety of evolutionary scales to be
studied, ranging from highly polymorphic DNA fingerprints
to highly conserved ribosotnal genes.

Third, genotypes can

be more easily and accurately interpreted than phenotypes-facilitating the separation of evolutionary homology from
analogy.

Fourth, a much larger number of independent

homologous characters (nucleotides or restriction sites)
can be identified with DNA analyses than are possible with
other methods.

Fifth, the independence of these

characters makes them highly suitable for statistical
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analysis such as bootstrap and maximum likelihood methods.

Phylograms produced by these methods allow one to infer
the sequence of changes shaping a genome between compared
taxa.

DNA sequences as genetic markers, however, also have
disadvantages.

First, molecular markers are not yet

widely available in plants and their effectiveness for
evolutionary studies within and among closely related
species is still being tested.

Second, and most

important, the added cost of laboratory set up, supplies,

and scientific training is a substantial deterrent to
their use.

Inf erring phylogenetic relationships from molecular

data requires the selection of an appropriate method from
many available techniques (review by Swof ford and Olsen
1989).

Two commonly used broad categories are phenetic

and cladistic approaches.

Phenetic methods, often called

distance-matrix methods, construct a tree by considering
overall similarity of the operational taxonomic units
(OTLJs) without making any assumptions about the

evolutionary pathways of specific characters.

Phenetic

methods, such as UPGMA and Fitsch-Margoliash (reviewed in
Felsenstein 1985b), construct trees largely via a process
of grouping organisms based on pairwise similarity or
distances among OTlis.

Distances are typically calculated
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by a sum of squares method, where error is minimized.
Molecular genetic distances are routinely measured as
nucleotide divergence among OTTJs.

Phenetic methods can be

distinguished on the basis of whether they assume
homogeneity of evolutionary rates (e.g., UPGMA, WPGMA,
UPGMS, and TJPGMC), or allow rates to vary Ce. g., neighbor-

joining, Fitch-Margoliash, and distance Wagner methods).

We employ the latter type because we are unsure of the
evolutionary rates in Pinus, and homogeneous rate
assumptions can misrepresent the true topology.

In contrast to phenetic methods, cladistic methods
consider various paths of evolution by analyzing the gains
and losses of individual characters.

Methods based on the

principle of maximum parsimony (fewest hypothesized
mutations in trees)
used.

(Fitch 1977) have been most widely

The branching patterns and branch lengths in

phylogenetic trees indicate an inferred temporal order of
evolutionary events (character gains and losses).

Possibilities of change can be weighted differentially for
individual characters, rather than for broad classes of
characters, as for distance-matrix methods (Swof ford and
Olsen 1989).

Two disadvantages of cladistic methods are

their poor suitability when characters are measured as
frequencies, rather than fixed differences; and, their
lack of consistency when characters evolve rapidly or at
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heterogeneous rates (Felsenstein 1985a).

Relative rates are calculated simply by taking the
ratio of the number of mutations along two divergent
branches from a common node.

Significance of values is

tested via chi-square technique with one degree of
freedom.

Relative rate tests are important for assaying

whether molecular evolution proceeds at a steady pace
(Kimura 1987), as well as for calculating time since
divergence of taxa.

Molecular analyses have facilitated the statistical
testIng of phylogenetic topologies by providing characters
whose mutational basis- -and thus independence- - is known

(reviewed in Strauss et al. 1992).

The bootstrap is the

most popular form of analysis, and has been widely applied
to cladistic parsimony methods for estimating significance
of branching patterns as well as confidence limits on
branch lengths (Ritland and Clegg 1987).

Each replication

involves randomly resampling data points from a data set,

with replacement, to construct a succession of bootstrap
samples of the same size as the original data matrix
(Felsenstein, 1985a).

A number of bootstrap iterations

(usually 100) are done, and the resulting trees of each
replication are compared.

Confidence values are generated

from the percentage of times a certain group comes out
monophyletically.
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Analyses that do not characterize mutational bases of
phenotypes- -whether or not molecular- - cannot properly be

An example is the

subject to such statistical treatments.

use of total shared restriction fragments to estimate
phylogenies (Sigurgeirsson and Szmidt 1988, Szmidt et al.
1988), because individual restriction site mutations
produce multiple fragment changes, such estimates are
composed of non-independent observations.

Moreover, they

do not distinguish among site and length mutations which,

as discussed above, differ greatly in their suitability
for phylogenetic analysis.

Because of the complexity of

phylogenetic topologies, and thus the large numbers of
phylogenetically informative characters needed for robust
estimation, calculation of the statistical confidence is
critical.

Many sources of error can lead to incorrect

phylogenies, including character convergence, incompletely
sampled genetic polymorphisms, differences among gene and
species genealogies, and experimental errors is assigning
homology and interpreting genotypes from phenotypes.
The evolutionary history of individual genes and
genotnes will not always be congruent with the evolutionary

history of whole organisms (Nei 1987).

Organelle genomes

might be expected to differ considerably from nuclear
genomes given their different rates of evolution, degrees
of subdivision, mode of inheritance, and functions.
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Because most aspects of whole organisms, on which species
classifications are based, are affected by nuclear genes,
organelle genes might often disagree with classical
species designations.

One view is that because

reproductive isolation is the fundamental element of
phylogenetic differentiation, and it affects all genes and
genomes, congruence in phylogenetic branching- -though not
necessarily in evolutionary rate- - is usually expected

regardless of which gene or genome is studied.

Alternatively, it could be stated that the use of
chloroplasts in conifers results in 'paternal phylogenies'

and thus quite independent of the nuclear genome (Riesberg
and Soltis 1991).
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CHAPTER 1:
PINUS) :

PHYLOGENT AND TAXONOMY OF HARD PINES (SUBGENUS

INFER.ENCE PROM MOLECULAR CELOROPLAST DNA.

Abstract
Plastid DNA restriction site and rearrangement
mutations were used to study phylogenetic relationships
among hard (subgenus Pinus) pines.

Total genomic DNA was

cut with 19 restriction enzymes, blotted, and then probed
mostly with 8O

of the Douglas-Fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii)

chioroplast genome (cpDNA) (initial study, using only Gbp

recognition enzymes}; or, clones encompassing the entire
chioroplast genome of Pinus contorta (Lidhoim and
Gustafsson 1991) {final study, using only 4bp recognition
enzymes).

Of 202 mutations recognized, 116 of were

phylogenetically informative, and subjected to Wagner and
Dollo bootstrap analyses.

Seeven clades were distinguished

at the 95's significance level or above, revealing some

important differences relative to the widely recognized
taxonomy of Little and Critchfield (1969).
differences are:

The divisional

1) all Old World species and North

American P. resinosa were grouped into one monophyletic

dade; 2) subsection Sabiananae monophyletic with
subsection Ponderosae; 3) subsection Leiophylla in same

monophyletic dade as subsection Oocarpae, and 4)
radiata in its own monotypica]. dade, separate from
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subsection Oocarpae.

Species reassignments include: L..

teocote from subsection Ponderosae into Oocarpae c].ade,

and, P. halepensis from subsection Sylvestres to be grouped
monophyletically with P. pinea.

The 197 site mutations

were then used to calculate percent sequence divergence
among the species studied.

Overall rates of cpDNA

evolution based on 4bp recognition enzymes were
approxamately (l-2xl0'°) in hard pines.

This value is an

order of magnitude lower than the value for annual
angiosperms, but similar to values found in palms, another
long-lived woody plant.

The monophyletic dade containing

P. halepensis and P. pinea is hypothesized to be ancestral
to the subgenus, arising sometime during the Late Jurassic-

Early Cretaceous; while a Contortae-like progenitor is
judged to be ancestral to New World taxa.

In general, the

divergence values give extensive insight into how major
geological events shaped hard pine phylogeny.

Compared to

prior work, our use of more frequently cutting enzymes,
coupled with smaller, more homologous, probes has greatly
increased resolution of the molecular phylogeny among hard
pines.

Future work in hard pine phylogeny should include

more species, and the same probe-enzyme combinations, so
that direct inferences can be made, while similar methods
could be used to define relationships among the soft
(subgenus Strobus) pines as well as other conifers.

In any
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case, future studies should attempt to obtain data in the
form of concise mutations, and be expanded to include data
from the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes.

Introduction
Wood products obtained from members of the genus Pinus
have played an major role in mankind's development through
the ages, and continue to be an integral part of modern
life.

Because of their importance, pines have been studied

and classified since the time of Greek civilization
(reviewed by: Mirov 1967; Little and Critchfield 1969;
Farjon 1984).

Conflicting interpretations are found among the

majority of older classifications which utilize
morphological characters.

The inconsistent conclusions

drawn by these studies result from the following factors:

a) different morphological characters were included in each
study, b) these were weighted differently, and c) response
to selective pressure leads to a high level of variability
(e.g. needle number (Pilger 1926)).

The last factor,

variability, is particularly troublesome, as traits such as
cone morphology are phenotypically plastic, and disposed to
improperly represent the true alliance of a given taxa.
This difficulty is exacerbated when fossil evidence is
cited, since morphological change through time is certain,
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especially in Pinus, which has exhibited notable rapid
adaptability.

Little and Critchfield (1969) reviewed the

extensive morphology-based systematic literature and
produced their own, widely utilized, taxonomy.

Their

widely used taxonomy has been adopted as a reference to
examine the phylogenetic and taxonomic relationships in the
subgenus.

Biochemical (Mirov 1948, 1939; vanRudloff 1975) and
isozyme (Millar et al. 1988; Karamalanga and Nickrent 1989;

Wheeler et al. 1983) studies have been adequate for
analyzing relationships among closely related pines, but
lose reliability as studies are broadened.

This is because

the compounds assayed are gene products that can be
affected by environmental, factors, whereas molecular

genetic studies attempt to analyze the coding DNA directly.
Earlier molecular genetic work (Strauss and Doerksen 1990;

Szmidt et al. 1988) succeeded in separating the Old World
hard pines from New World, but did not adequately resolve
below that level.

Szmidt et al.

(1988) used only fragment

patterns to generate a dendrogram which did not allow for

more robust phylogenetic analyses, while the results from
Strauss and Doerksen (1990) suffered from the lack of
sufficient informative data.

In either case, divergence

values could not be accurately calculated.
The goal of this study is to provide an estimate of
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phylogenetic relationships of hard pines based on
chloroplast Bite and structural mutations.

Chioroplast DNA

is utilized because of its slow rate of evolution, both
sequentially and structurally, and appropriateness for
studying divergence at this taxonomic level (Palmer 1991;
Clegg and Zurawksi 1991).

Both a nuclear ribosomal and

coxl mitochondrial probe were included, to produce a
nuclear and organelle estimate as well.

We show the strong

naturalness of certain clades, and provide the first
estimates of divergence times based on molecular genetic
data.

Materials and Methods
Plant Materials

At least one species from each of Critchfield and
Little's (1966) 9 subsection of the genus Pinus, subgenus
Pinus (Table 1) were sampled.

Six of the 9 subsections

were represented by at least two species to evaluate
whether one species per subsection was sufficient, and, to
include species that were previously

classified variably

depending on characters used in investigation.

A preliminary study (see

Initial Study below) adopted

sinus edulis, a subgenus Strobus pine, as the outgroup
taxon.

However, the extensive divergence between P. edulis

fragment patterns and those of the hard pines made it
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unsuitable.

Thus, it was replaced by P. pinea and L..

canariensis as the outgroup species. Prior taxonomic (Shaw

1914, Mirov 1967, Strauss and Doerksen 1988) and
paleontological work deduced these species to be distinct
from and likely ancestral to other hard pines.

Also,

multiple outgroups were found useful to increase the
strength/polarity of the data analysis (Swof ford and Olsen
1989)

DNA analyses

DNA was extracted from foliage (needles) with a
modified CTAB method alone (Wagner 1987), or with this
method followed by cesium chloride density centrifugation
(Maniatis et al. 1982).

Two successive studies were

performed.

Set A: three to four micrograms of DNA was restricted
by the following six base pair recognition restriction
enzymes:

Hindlil,

BamHI, BcT1II, Dral, EcoRI,

KpnI, PstI, SspI,

electrophoresed on O.8

I, XhoI.

paII,

Digested DNA was

agarose gel in O.8' TAE buffer (80

mM Tris, 16.6 mM sodium acetate, 2 mM EDTA, adjusted to pH
8.1 with glacial acetic acid), blotted in an alkaline
denaturation solution (Reed and Mann, 1985) onto Zetabind
nylon membranes (Cuno Inc., Meriden, CT).

Blots were

hybridized with probes radiolabelled with 32P nuc].eotides
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via primer extension with random hexamers as primers
(Fienberg and Vogeistein 1983).

After hybridization, the

filters were washed at low stringency twice for 30 minutes

{65 degrees, 2X SSC: 0.3 M NaCL, 0.03M citric acid, 0.1%
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS); Maniatis et al., 1982), and
then twice more as before but with 0.5% SDS, and the
autoradiographs were developed.

The blots were stripped of

probe by washing first at 42°C with 0.4 M NaOH, and then as
before but also with 0.2. X SSC and .2 M Tris, and reprobed
15-30 times.

Set A blots were probed with a nwnber of

fragments sets totalling approximately 80% of the Douglas
Fir chioroplast genome (Tsai and Strauss 1989, Strauss et
al 1990), as well as a PCR amplified mitochondrial coxl
fragment from P. attenuata.

The probes represented 79.6 Kb

of the chioroplast genome and .8 Kb of the mitochondrial
coxl gene.

Set B: Nine to thirteen micrograms of DNA was
restricted with 4-cutters according to the suppliers'
instructions (enzymes are listed in the Table 2: Alul,

stUI, DpnhI, HaeIII, Hinf I, HinPI, MepI, Real, II)
Techniques for electrophoresis, blotting, hexamer
labelling, and washing were the same as previously
described, except that the DNA was run on a 1.5% agarose
gel.

For set B blots, clones encompassing the entire

contorta chloroplast genome (Lidhoim and Gustafsson 1991b)
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were used.

Other cloned probes included a nuclear

ribosomal IGS spacer of Picea glauca.

PCR amplified

fragments used as probes included the fore-mentioned
mitochondrial coxl gene from P. attenuata, and the nuclear
ribosomal region (lBS. 5.BS genes; ITS1 and ITS2 intragenic

spacers) from a Ribes species (Messinger, Liston, and
Hurrner, unpublished data).

The probes represnted 121.6 Kb

of the chloropalst genome, 0.8 kb of the mitochondrial coxI
gene, and 2.4 Kb of nuclear ribosomal genes.

Comparisons

of Douglas-Fir and P. contorta cpDNA clones are shown in
Figure 1.

Table 1.1.

Sources and taxonomic designations of pine species studied.

Species
(Little and Critchfield 1969)

A b b rev i at ion

Foliage tissue

Natural

range

Source

Lot

PIN

IFG/P

YP #102

Mediterranean,

CAN

IFGIP

LotQ

Canary Island, NW Africa

LEt

N25-Lot C

LUM

IFG/P
IFG/P

YP #33

S. Arizona to S Mexico
NW Mexican lowlands

TAE

IFG/P

Ni -Lot A

SE United States

PON

IFG/P

YP #88

JEFF

lEO

IFG/P
IFOIP

YP #87
YP #60

Western U.S. & Canada, N.
Mexico
SW Oregon to Baja California
All of Mexico

TOR
COU

IFG/P
IFG/P

N31-Lot 0
VI -Lot A

Santa Rosa & Soledad Valley, CA
Central Coastal CA to Baja CA

Subsection Pineae Endl
pinea L.

Subsection Canariensis Loud.
canariensis C. Smith
Subsection Lieophyllae Loud.
leiophyfla Schiede & Deppe
lumholtzii Robins & Fern.

Iberian Pen.

Subsection Australes Loud.
taeda L.

Subsection Ponderosac Loud.
pondcrosa Var. scopulorum
Laws.
jeffryii Grey. & Balf
teocote Schiede & Deppe

Subsection Sabinianae Loud.
torreyana Parry ex Carr.
coulterii D. Don

Table 1.1.

(continued)

Species
(Little and Critchfield 1969)

Abbreviation

Foliage tissue

Source

Natural

range

Lot

Subsection Oocarpae Little &
C rite h fi C d

patula Schiede & Deppe
radiata D. Don
oocarpa Schiede

PAT
RAD
OOC

IFG/P
IFG/P
IFG/P

YP #57
'(P #128A Gill
YP #109

East central Mexico

CON
VIR

IFG/P
IT/R

V9' 28-LotB

Western US and Canada
Appalachian Mountains, US

SYL
RES
HAL

IFG/P
IFG/P
IFG/P

YP #5
YP #71
YP #97

Spain to Siberia, Turkey

Coastal central California

W Mexico to Central America

Subsection Contortae Little &
Cr1 tch field.

contorta Var. latifolia Dougl.
virginiana Mill.

Subsection Sylvestres Loud

sylvestres L
resinosa Ait.
halepensis Var. brutia Mill.

NE United States, SE Canada

Mediterranean coast (N & 5)

a Abbreviations: IFG/P = International Forest Genetics Institute at Placerville, CA; ITIR = material provided by Virginia Tree
Improvement Cooperative; YP = extracted genom1ic DNA from foliage provided by Dr. Yong-Pyo Hong, Oregon State University &
University of British Columbia
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Figure 1.1.

Diagram correlating Douglas-Fir clones (Tsai

and Strauss, 1989) to Pinus contorta clones (Lidholm and
Gustafsson, 1991). (Douglas-Fir: A, B {our description}; j
contorta: C)
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Interpretation of Restriction Framents
Each 20 X 25-cm gel contained two lanes of molecular
weight markers interspersed near the outgroup species DNAs.

The molecular markers were the H±ndIII digest of phage X

DNA (0.1-23.6 kb) and the jIII digest of
(72-1,353 bp; base pairs).

Xl74 RF DNA

Distances of fragments were

measured relative to the mobility of the markers, and used
as data for calculation of fragment molecular weight
employing the INTELLIGENETICS SUITE

program RFSIZE

(IntelliGenetics Inc., Mountain View, CA).
fragment sizes were chosen, and,

The SOUTHERN

fits of observed versus

predicted molecular weights of the standards were
characteristically in excess of 99's

(r2).

The estimated

sizes of fragments used to infer mutations are provided in
Table 2 {see Chapter 1 appendix).

Only restriction site mutations, and chloroplast
genome rearrangements were included in the phylogenetic
analysis.

Rearrangements include inversions, gene

duplications and secondary events associated with these.

Site mutation autapomorphies, denoted by "a" in Table 2
{ see Chapter 1 appendix) (see Figure 2 for example) were

used to calculate nucleotide divergence for generating a
distance-based tree.

They were also included in the

phylogenetic analysis, but since they are phylogenetically
'uninformative', they were only used to calculate branch
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length.

Operationally point mutations are observed with a

single enzyme for any one probe (195 characters indicated
by a "P" in Table 2 {see Chapter 1 appendix)).

The good

resolution of most of the gels allowed very small
differences in fragment size (50-500 bp) to be visualized
and point mutations that 'altered fragment lengths by 50 bp
or more were scored.

The single point mutation found in

the mitochondrial ccxl gene was included in the
phylogenetic study only.

Inversions, indicated by an

jtt in Table 2 {see

Chapter 1 appendix) are thought to result from
recombination within paired small inverted repeats (8-633

bp, Tsai and Strauss 1988) and two specific fragments were
replaced by one smaller and one larger fragment (Figure 3).

Complex fragment patterns within the region previously
shown to be the site of a psbA duplication in subsection
Contortae (Lidhoim and Szmidt 1992, personal communication)
were scored as one event.

An additional rearrangement

event in the psbA region occurring in P. contorta, relative
to P. virginiana, was scored for use in the phylogenetic
study only.

Length mutations were scored as differences shared
between at least two species in at least two enzymes from a
particular probe.

Length mutations were not included in

the phylogenetic analysis as they are prone to convergence
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and cannot be interpreted as one discrete event (Wagner et

al. 1987; Govindaraju et al. 1989); they are listed at the
bottom of Table 2 {Chapter 1 appendix} for informative
purposes only.

Uninterpretable fragment patterns, most of

which were revealed by the coxl mitochondrial probe, were
not scored.

Presence of a shared mutational event was scored as a
3. while absence was scored asO (Figure 2).

Point

mutations fragments were inferred (enclosed by parentheses
"[3", Table 2) under the following circumstances:

a)

hidden within a tight ladder of small fragments (generally
300-1300 bp), b) forming a doublet with a pre-existing
fragment, or C) ran of f gel or otherwise undetectable (50300 bp).

Care was taken not to score a mutation more than

once since that would throw our results off.

Mutation were

inspected by overlaying autoradiographs from adjacent
probe/enzyme combinations, using the markers as a
reference, and comparing.

Any bands shared in both

autoradiographs were scored once.

This process was

repeated for all enzyme/probe combinations.

Special

attention was paid to larger (5 kb+) fragments where more
extensive overlap was possible.
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Inversion Inference

Mutations were scored as an inversion if fragment
patterns characteristic of inversions (Figure 3) were
revealed in at least two probe/enzyme combinations.

In our

phylogeny study, a number of fragment patterns revealed by
probe X914 appeared to have been produced by an inversion,

but no confirmation could be drawn since only one enzyme in
any particular taxa revealed an inversion-like pattern.

confirm inversions, we mapped the region with

To

BglII,

coRI and Hindill; each in a separate digest, and in a
double digest with )CbaI (the enzyme used to clone X914).

This follow-up study (Chapter 2) provided us with at least
two probe/enzyme combinations to support the inversion
hypothesis in New World taxa, subsection Contortae, and
halepensis.

Pinus virginiana and P. canariensis remained

unresolved, and were scored as having one gain and one loss
event (order unknown, see Table 2).
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Figure 1.2.

Autoradiogram showing restriction fragment

phenotypes used to infer site mutations.
Genomic DNA digested with BstUI, electrophoresed, blotted,
and probed (see Methods) with K178.

A: Loss of restriction site in p. pinea (1.2 + 3.8 -->
5.0); P. Pinea was scored as a 0 (absence of site), while
all other species were scores as a 1 (presence of site) {see
t2 Table 2).

B: Gain of restriction site in subsection

Contortae (3.8 --> 2.0 + 1.8) subsection Contortae scored
as a 1 (presence of site), while others scored as a 0
(absence of site).
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Figure 1.3. Schematic diagram
of an inversion and its
effect on fragment patterns.

small part at cpDNA
molecule: io Kb total

4
inversion occurs such that endpoints

and A are interchanged,

a

b

thus moving the restriction site: X

4

2 Kb

A'

8 Kb

b

II
a

Appearance on blot:
(DNA restricted with X, and probed with entire 10 Kb
fragment)

M

I

I'

9.46

6.78
4.34

2.26
1.98

1.35

M = molecular size marker (lamda/}lindIII)
I,
II = from above
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Phiogenetjc ana1y
Cladisti cs

All cladjstjc

reconstruction5 were performed with PAUP
3.1 for the Macintosh (designed
by Davis Swofford .L.L.LlflOis
Natural History Survey) and
Phylip 3.1 (Felsenstein 1985a)
for the Macintosh and IBM.
For PAUP 3.1, both Wagner and
Dollo Parsimony algorits were
employed. The Wagner
method attempts to Construct
a tree that minimizes the
total number of character
changes in a tree. The Dollo
method, Which assumes that character
states are not likely
to originate more than once, is
well Euited for site
mutations (DeBry and Slade 1985)
because there are many
more nucleotide substitutj0
events that can lead to loss
of a restriction site,
while the gain of a restriction
site
requires a Specific mutation.
Phylogene

trees, produced from PAUP, were
originally rooted with p
canariensis and P. pinea based on
paleontological (Axeirod 1986,
Millar 1989 for reviews) and
molecular (Strauss and Doerksen
1988) taxonomjes.
PAUP
analysis entailed using 200
bootstrap replications
involving various coithinations of
a number of parameterg
(such as HEURISTICS; TREE

BISECTIONECOECTION

(TBR); all

employing COLLAPSE Options {zero
length branches are
collapsed} with the ACCTR.
(accelerated transformation)
optimization)
Different parameter choices
al]. produced
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the same tree topology with similar bootstrap values.

The bootstrap method has been widely applied recently
to measure the robustness of phylogenetic data sets.

Bootstrapping involves random resampling from the entire
dataset where:

A) mutation data is randomly selected (with

replacement) from the 202 data points (Table 2) to form a
new data set, with 202 characters.

B)

This 'temporary'

new data set is used as the basis of construction for a new
phylogenetic tree.
this case).

C) step 'A' is repeated (200 times in

By this procedure, monophyletic groupings can

be observed in a certain percentage of the replicates
(i.e., 100% separating Old and New World).

These

percentage values should not be construed as a P-value for

a statistical test of each dade.

Instead, result should

be interpreted as an indication of how often we conclude
that certain groups of taxa form a distinct cluster
(Swofford and Olsen 1989).

Sequence Divergence and Phenetics
Sequence divergence rates, using chioroplast site

mutation data only, were calculated with the IBM program
MAXLIKE (Nei and Tajima 1983).

Only data from 4-bp

recognition enzyme analysis (set B), was used, as the 6-bp
recognition enzymet data set, A, was strongly skewed by
complex fragment patterns and missing data (see Initial
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atudy below).

A distance tree was generated with these

values using FITCH (Felsenstein l985b) on the MacIntosh,
with P. pinea as the outgroup taxon.

Phenetic methods,

often called distance-matrix methods (e.g., Fitach-

Margoliash), construct a tree by considering phenotypic
similarities of the operational taxonomic units (OTUs)

without trying to understand the evolutionary pathways of
specific characters.

These methods are often better able

to construct phylogenetic trees than cladistic methods when
the rules of evolutionary change of the characters used are
not well understood (Nei 1987).

Tree construction is

largely a process of grouping organisms based on pairwise
similarity or distances among OTUs.

Relative rates of evolution are calculated simply by
taking the ratio of the number of mutations along two
divergent branches from a common node.

Significance of

values is tested via chi-square technique with one degree
of freedom.

Relative rate tests are important for assaying

whether molecular evolution proceeds at a steady pace
(Kimura 1987), as well as calculating divergence times.
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Initial study

The preliminary study employed fourteen six base-pair
recognition enzymes (10 of the blots were unusable due to
technical difficulties), and 80
ch].oroplast genome.

of the Douglas Fir

Most of the resulting patterns on the

autoradiographs were either monomorphic, or too complex to
score easily.

The complex patterns may have been due to

the large size (12-21 Kb) of many of the probes, extensive
sequence divergence, or rearrangements.

Complex patterns

were also seen when small probes (KG, SlO.8) were used.

I did not want to use fragment data to generate a
phylogenetic tree as that had already been done in prior
Pinus studies (Szmidt 1988; Strauss and Doerksen 1988),
with poor resolution within the subgenera.

For our next

round of data collection, 4bp recognition enzymes and
smaller sized probes were to be utilized.

The rationale

behind their use was to cut within any rearrangement areas.
It was suspected that rearrangements played a large role in
the chioroplast evolution of P±nus, since other taxa such
as legumes (Palmer 1987b), where one IR region was also
lost, were susceptible to frequent chioroplast genome
inversions.

Smaller probes were further justified as our

chioroplast probes were from Pseudotsuga menzesii, which is
inverted relative to pine, thus adding to the generation of
ambiguous patterns.
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By the time the four-cutter blots were nearly
finIshed, Lidholm and Gustafeson (1991) produced cloned
fragments encompassing the entire P. contorta chloroplast
genome.

Copies of these clones were provided by Dave

Wagner (University of Kentucky, Lexington), and used for
the second round of data collection.

The results from the first study showed the extreme
divergence of P. edulis subgenus Strobus from subgenus
Pinus, as well as the close association of P. echinata with
P. taeda.

We decided to drop P. edulis and P. echinata,

and replace them with P. resinosa and P. canariensis to
more fully evaluate the relationship between Old World and
New World hard pines and the role of continental separation
in pine evolution.

Also, an individual P. contorta was

included in the Gbp recognition enzyme study, but the
fragment patterns revealed that individual was improperly
labelled.

We extracted DNA from a fresh, confirmed, batch

of P. contorta foliage for the four-cutter study.

Results

Phylogenetic Reconstruction
A total of 162 chloroplast probe/enzyme combinations
were successfully analyzed, providing a total of 197 site
mutations from 1,255 fragments (15.7's).

One hundred and

twelve (56.8k, 112/197) of these were phylogenetically
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informative, the remaining 85 were autapomorphies.

Three

inversions, one gene duplication, and an additional
rearrangement were also revealed from the 4-cutter study
and included in the phylogenetic analysis.
length mutation were scored separately.

In addition, 21

(Table 2 {see

Chapte I appendix)).

Both Dollo and Wagner parsimony algorithms each
produced a single most parsimonious tree (Figures 4a and
4b), with Dollo parsimony producing a slightly more
resolved tree in subsection Ponderosae.

The Dollo tree

required 222 character state changes, and, excluding
autapomorphies, had a consistency index of 85.4% (homoplasy
index of 14.6%).

Subsections Pinea, Canariensis,

Sylvestres, and Contortae, as well as groups including
subsections Oocarpae-Australes-Leiophyllae, and Ponderosae-

Sabinianae distinguished by
95%.

confidence

limits in excess of

Pinus radiata is shown to be significantly distinct

from, and ancestral to the Oocarpae-Australes complex.

Pinus taeda, a member of subsection Australes, exists

within the Oocarpae dade, indicating its close
association.

Earlier studies (unpublished data) clearly

demonstrated the relatedness of Australes members P. taeda
and P. echinata, and their separation from Oocarpae at a
similar level of confidence to Le.iophylla's.

Section

Leiophylla appears to be derived from Oocarpae; the lower
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confidence interval (871) is likely because the small

number of characters supporting that dade are often not
included in every bootstrap replication.

Likewise, the

few characters within the ,Sabinianae-Ponderosae complex

result in low confidence limits for this group.

The Dollo

tree separates P. jeffryi, then seprates subsection
abinianae on only two successive single site changes,

indicating the close association of members within this
complex.

Dollo trees were redrawn to include comparisons of
gains vs. losses (Figure 5), as well as number of
characters scored for 4 and 6 bp recognition enzymes (4and 6-cutters) along each branch (Figure 6).

Data from the

4bp recognition enzymes survey distinguished every dade
found in the phylogenetic study, except P. leiopylla and
P. lurnholztji within subsection Oocarpae, which was

separated by the 6-cutter data.

The 6-cutter data also

added one character to the Ponderosae-Sabinianae complex,

showing P. jeffryi intermediate to P. ponderosa and
subsection Sabinianae.

Despite these additional data

points, the 6-cutter survey failed to reveal any
differences separating subsection Contortae from the rest
of the New World species; a finding that was strongly
supported by the 4-cutter survey.
Six autapornorphies (3 times more than any other
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species) were recorded in P. radiata.

Separation between

highly divergent species (i.e. P. halepensis and L..

eiophylla) was heavily underestimated due to the inability
to interpret numerous cases of complex fragment patterns as
a series of simple site events (see Methods).

Missing data

hampered the formation of more extensive conclusions.

Dollo topology was also redrawn in Figure 7 to include
synapomorphies and autapomorhies along branch lengths, as
well as to provide a hypothesis of homoplasious character
state changes from Table 2 {Chapter 1, appendix}.

Homoplasious site changes include three parallel losses
(characters: 44, 47, 59), four parallel gains (5, 65, 80,

125), three gains/losses (45, 60, 84), one loss/gain (124),

and three events requiring at least three separate events
(16, 28, 66).
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Figure 1.4.

The single most parsimonious phylograzn trees

derived from parsimony analysis.

Either Branch and Bound,

or Heuristics algorithms were used (they were equivalent).

Numbers given along the branches are the total number of
restriction events along each branch. {inv, dup, rea, and
tnt refer to: an inversion distinguishing this monophyletic

group, the psbA duplication in subsection Contortae, an
addition rearrangement in P. contorta associated with the
psbA duplication, and a mitochondrial DNA point mutation
distinguishing Old and New World groups, respectively);

numbers within circles at the nodes are percentages of 200
bootstrap replicates in which the species below this node
occurred as a monophyletic group.

Wagner parsimony
Dollo parsimony

Figure I.4a. Wagner tree
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Figure 1.5.

Same as Figure I.4b except: Numbers given

along the branches are the number of restriction site gains
(above branches) or losses (below branches) along each

branch. A chi-square test with one degree of freedom was
used to test the significance of the number of gains vs.
losses.
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Figure 1.7.

The single most parsimonious c].adogram tree

Numbers given along

derived from Dollo parsimony analysis.

the branches refer to character assigrmients (the actual
data points) from Table 2.

Site losses are shown below

each branch, while site gains are above.

Singly

homoplas ious characters are boxed, while multiply

homoplasious characters are circled.
dup.. are the same as in Figure 1.4)

Abbreviations {inv,

Figure 1.7.
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Sequence Divergence

An average of 220 and 1035 fragments were found for
the six and four-cutter studies respectively, accounting
for approximately 5480 bp or 4.55% of the chioroplast
genome for each species.

We decided to calculate sequence

divergence rates separately for the 4 and 6-cutters, and
use 4-cutter data only to hypothesize pine evolution.

The

rationale for this is that the 6 cutter survey contained
much missing data and was biased towards easily discernable
mutations (see Initial Study in Methods, and Figure 6 with
Dollo 4/6 comparison).

For the four base-pair recognition site survey, we
calculated divergence values (Table 3), and estimated the
divergence rate to be 1-1.2 X 10b0.

This value was

calculated as follows: sequence divergence between
representatives from the two most divergent monophyletic
groups (P. pinea, P. leiophylla divided by the earliest
fossil evidence of a hard pine: 140-150 Mya (Reviewed in
Mirov 1967, Florin 1963),
150 Mya).

(i.e. value = 1.60% ± .15/ 140-

This value is approximately an order of

magnitude lower that expected for annual or perennial
plants (Wolfe et al. 1987), but similar to values found in
another long-lived woody plant (Wilson et al. 1990).
Interspecific values ranged from 0.00% (for many species
within subsection Oocarpae) to 1.86% (between Old World i.
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Jialepensis and rapidly evolving New World P. contorta).

Values between the most distant New World species was
1.240% (P. contorta, P. taeda),
World were l.088'

Similar values in the Old

(P. sylvestres, subsection Pinea). Values

within monophyletic clades ranged from 0.00% (Oocarpae
species) to .5871 (Pineae)

Values from the 6-cutter survey (Table 4), between the
most distantly related taxa, were of the same magnitude as
found in the 4-cutter survey (e.g., between P. leiophylla
and P. halepensis :: 1.6771).

Otherwise, values tended to

be distorted by the low number of scored characters, the
large number of autapomorphies in P. radiata, and our
inability to confidently score more point mutations.

Had

Were each of the 6-cutter muations scorable as one or more
mutations, the divergence rate for 6-cutters likely would
have been at least two, perhaps more, times greater that
the values we calculated for 4-cutters.

istance Matrix Analysis

Divergence values were used to generate a distance

based tree (Figure 8) by the Fitch-Margoliash method
(Felsenstein 1985b).

Topology and branch length from the 4

bp recognition site survey were essentially similar to the
tree produced via cladistic methods (Figure 4a), except
that P. jeffryi and P. ponderosa were equivalent; and,
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taeda was clearly distinguished from subsection Oocarpae,
which itself was unresolved.

Topology from the 6-cutter study (Figure 9) was
comparable to the cladistic study in regards to: the Old
World species, subsection Oocarpae, and subsection
Sabinianae relative to subsection Ponderosae.

Major

differences of the 6-cutter-based cladograms, as compared
to 4-cutter-based cladograms, were the grouping of L..

virginiana with p. radiata, and distorted branch lengths
throughout due mainly to the relatively large number of
autapomorphies found in P. radiata.

Table 1.3. Sequence divergence values (Nei and Tajima 1987) based on 4-cutter data.
(Divergence above diagonal; Number of restriction site differences below diagonal)
Sp.o(..
LE)

LEt

LUM

lEO

PAT

PAD

PIN

OOC

CON

VRO

COU

TOP

JEF

PON

CAN

88$

HAL

IV).

TM

0.024

0.000
(.000)

0.000
(.000)

0.218

1.600

1.063

0.987

0.536

(.0521

(.1461

0.000
(.000)

(.1171

(.1121

(.0821

0.562
(.084)

0.513
(.080)

0.513
(.080)

1.356
(.136)

1.445
(.136)

1.678
(.150)

1.652
(.148)

0.170
(.046)

0.024
(.017)

0.024

0.243
(.055)

1.626
(.147)

0.024
(.017)

1.088
(.119)

0.997
(.113)

0.562
(.084)

0.587
(.086)

0.538
(.0821

0.538
(.082)

1.420
(.137)

1.500
(.140)

1.704
(.151)

1.678
(.150)

0.194
(.049)

0.218

1.600
(.146)

0.000
(.000)

1.067
(.117)

0.987
(.112)

0.538
(.0821

0.562
(.084)

0.513
(.080)

0.613
(.080)

1.394
(.136)

1.446
(.136)

1.679
(.160)

1.652
(.148)

0.170
(.046)

1.600
(.146)

0.000
(.000)

1.067
(.117)

0.987
(.113)

0.538
(.083)

0.562
(.084)

0.513
(.080)

0.513
(.080)

1.394
(.136)

1.445
(.136)

1.675
(.160)

1.652
(.1481

0.170
(.046)

1.600
(.146)

0.218
(.052)

1.113
(.120)

1.037
(.116)

0.587
(.086)

0.612
(.088)

0.538
(.0821

0.538
(.082)

1.446
(.138)

1.574
(.145)

1.730
(.153)

1.756
(.154)

0.341
(.065)

1.600
(.146)

1.782
(.155)

1.704
(.151)

1.445
(.138)

1.471
(.140)

1.420
(.137)

1.420
(.137)

0.439
(.074)

0.962
(.111)

0.687
(.086)

1.088
(.119)

1.704
(.151)

1.063
(.117)

0.987
(.112)

0.538
(.082)
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0.513
(.090)
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(.136)
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(.136)

1.676
(.150)
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(.148)

0.170
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(.052)

0.937
(.106)

0.911
(.108)

0.911
(.108)

0.911
(.108)
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(.142)

1.600
(.146)

1.860
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(.155)

1.240
(.127)

0.861
(.105)

0.836
(.103)

0.836
(.103)

0.836
(.103)
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1.523
(.142)
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0.073
(.030)
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(.030)
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(.130)

1.317
(.131)

1.523
(.142)

1.600
(.141)

0.666
(.093)

0.097
(.034)

0.097
(.034)

1.317
(.131)

1.343
(.133)

1.548
(.144)

1.471
(.140)

0.711
(.095)

0.010
(.002)

1.286
(.129)

1.240
(.127)

1.600
(.141)

1.471
(.140)

0.662
(.091)
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(.129)
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Table 1.4. Sequence divergence values (Nei and Tajima 1987) based on 6-cutters.
(Divergence above diagonal, Number of site differences below diagonal)

Species (from Table 1)
LEI

LU

LUM

TEO

PAT

RAD

PIN

OOC

VRO

COU

TOR

JEF

PON

HAL

SYL

TAE

0.076

0.306

0.229

1.180

1.590

0.229

0.697

1.098

1.016

1.016

0.856

1.677

1.693

0.306

0.229

0.162

1.098

1.510

0.152

0.818

1.016

0.936

0.936

0.716

1.563

1.609

0.229

0.076

1.017

1.428

0.076

0.640

0.936

0.868

0.856

0.697

1.609

1.428

0.229

0.936

1.343

0.00

0.461

0.866

0.770

0.776

0.618

1.426

1.343

0.162

1.343

0.936

0.462

0.860

0.778

0.176

0.818

1.609

1.428

0.229

1.343

0.868

1.261

1.180

1.180

1.016

0.162

0.229
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Figure 1.9. Phenogram derived from Fitch-MargOliaSh (1967).

distance-matrix methods, based sequence divergence matrix
Nunibers along branches

from 6-bp restriction site survey.

were calculated using a sum of squares method. L
canariensis, and P. resinosa were not included in this
survey, while the P. contorta sample was deemed improperly
labelled; and, therefore do not show up in this phylogram.
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Relative Rates

Relative rates (Table 5, Figure 10) were calculated
using 4-cutter data.

The evolutionary rate of P. contorta

relative to P. resinosa was two times expected, and
significand at the P < 0.01 level.

The evolutionary rates

of P. resinosa relative to P. canariesis (1.63 times
expected) and P. patula relative to P. taeda (0.59 times
expected) were significant at the P < 0.10 level.

Others

values varies above and below the expected ratio of one.

Table 1.5. Relative rates of divergence based on 4-bp recognition enzyme data from Dollo
tree.

Reference

Comparison

pinea
canariensis
resinosa
contorta

reslnosa/canariensis
contorta/resinosa
jeffryi/contorta
radiata/jeffryi
taeda/radlata
patula/taeda

Jeffryi

radiata

t-test values with 1 degree of freedom
*: significant at P= 0.10 level
**: significant at P= 0.01 level

Relative rate
1.63*
1 ,97***

0.87
1.24
1.22
0.59*

Figure 1.10. Dollo tree for relative rate tests

(Table 1.5).

Values along branches

indicate number of 4-bp recognition enzyme site changes.
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Table 1.6. Contrast of Little and Critchfield's taxonomy
(1969) with monophyletic clades based on cpDNA data.
Littleand

Crltchfield

Taxonomy

(1969)

I) Section Ternatae
A)

Subsect. Pineac
- P. pinea

Krupkin (1992)
J1ononhvletic clades
I) Old World
A) Clade I
- P. pinea
-

Subsect. Canariensis
- P. canariensis
Subsect. Leiophylla
- P. Ieiophylla
- P. lumholtzii

2) Section Pinus
Subsect. Sylvestres
- P. sylvestres
- P. resinosa
- P. halepensis
Subsect. Contortae
- P. contorta
- P. virginiana
Subsect. Pondcrosae
- P. ponderosa
- P. jeffryi

- P. teocote
Subsect. Sabinianae
- P. coulteri
- P. torreyana
Subseci. Australes
- P. taeda
Subsect. Oocarpae
- P. oocarpa
- P. patula
- P. radiata

P. halepensis

Clade II
- P. canariensis
Clade III
- P. sylvestres
- P. resinosa

2) New World
A) Clade IV
- P. contorta
- P. virginiana
B) Clade V
Group V.a
- P. Ponderosa
Group V.b
- P. Jeffryi
Group V.c
- P. coulteri
P. Iorreyana
C) Clade VI

-J'. radiata
D) Clade VII
i) Group VII.a *
P. taeda *
Group VII.b
- P. oocarpa
- P. patula
- P. teocote
Group VII.c
- P. leiophylla
- P. lumholztii

Key:
significant change in classification
minor change in classification

*: P. taeda came out as distinct in sequence divergence analysis;
and, grouped monophyletically with P. echinata, separate from
Oocarpae in our initial study (see materials and methods).
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Discussion
Taxonomic Implications of cpDNA Mutations
Prior taxonomic studies of Pinus formed often
coiflicting conclusions.

Reasons for inconsistency lie

within the types of characters used, their interpretation,
and their use.

Variance in morphology was among the first

characters to be used in constructing taxonomies (Linnaeus
1789; Shaw 1909, 1914; Bailey 1910).

Because of high

plasticity, and apparent environmental adaptivity in pines,
morphological traits are prone to convergent adaptation in
distantly related taxa, and divergent adaptation in closely
related groups.

These hypotheses are especially true in

the Ponderosae-Sabinianae complex.

Subsection Sabinianae

has been classified as a separate group, based mainly on
its unique cone structure (Shaw 1914; Critchfield and
Little 1969), yet is separated from subsection Ponderosae
by only one point mutation, indicating the close
relationship of the two subsections.

Further, natural

report of hybridization between P. jeffryi and P. coulteri
(Zobel 1951)

,

combined with the presence of unique

paraf fin hydrocarbons in the terpenes of both subsection
Sabinianae species and P. jeffryi of Ponderosae (Duf field

1952), add to the argument that these subsections should be
formed into one subsection.
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Similarly, P. ].eiophylla and P. lurrtholtzii were

traditionally

classified as a separate subsection

Leiophylla, within section Ternatae (Critchfield and Little
1966), on the basis that these hard pines (Shaw 1909, 1914;
Li;tle and Critchfield 1969; Mirov 1967; Farjon 1984;

Pilger 1926), possess some soft pine traits including
deciduous fascicle sheaths, and single resin canals.

Recent isozyme data (Karamalanga and Nickrent 1989) showed
how the distance between P. leiophylla distance and other
pines in the study (Ponderosae) was the same as Oocarpae
species.

Similarly, genetic data grouped P. leiophylla

with Australes member P. taeda (Strauss and Doerksen 1990).
That subsections Oocarpe and Australes are classified under
section Pinus (Little and Critchfield 1969) is
indicating subsection Leiophylla Robins. &
misclassified at the sectional level.

significant,

Fern.

to be

It is not surprising

that subsection Leiophylla was associated with members from
subsections Australes and Oocarpae in past molecular
studies, since these subsections were found to be very
closely related in our study.

However, our study shows

subsection Leiophylla to be derived from subsection
Oocarpae, a premise

consistent

with their geographic

distribution in Mexico.

Another notable

finding

in Oocarpae is the separate

monophyletic grouping of P. radiata, a California closed-
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cone pine (CCCP) traditionally associated with Oocarpae.

Though there is a high degree of cone similarity between
radiata and a number of Oocarpae species (Shaw 1909, 4;

Little and Critchfield 1969; Farjon 1984), the CCCP complex
is. hypothesized to form a separate group on the basis of
hybridization (Duffie].d 1952; Critchfield 1967, 1975),

isozymes (Millar et al. 1988), cpDNA (Hong 1992, this
study), and terpene content (Mirov 1948).

The members of

the CCCP complex are interfertile (Duf field 1952,

Critchfield 1975), while P. radiata X P. patula (subsection
Oocarpae) crossability approaches zero (Critchfield 1967).

A mechanism responsible for the isolation within the CCCP
group may be the formation of paracentric nuclear
chromosome inversions as documented both within P. radiata
and between P. radiata and P. attenuata (Pederick 1968,
1970).

Both isozyme analyses (Millar et al. 1988) and

cpDNA restriction site phylogeny (Hong 1992) demonstrated
the separation between the CCCP, relative to P. oocarpa.

Terpenoid content within the CCCP complex consisted mainly
of d-alpha-pinene, while Oocarpae species contained mostly
dl-alpha-terpenes (Mirov 1948, Van Rudloff 1975).

All of

these facts combined indicate that P. radiata, as well as
other CCCP, probably deserve separate subsection status.

The final significant finding in subsection Oocarpae
is the association of P. teocote, a hard pine which, on the
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basis of cone and needle characteristics with members of
subsection Ponderosae (Shaw 1914; Little and Critchfield
1969; Pilger 1926).

Farjon (1984) grouped it within some

members of Oocarpae whose ripe cones are also opened.

Both

the sequence divergence and cladistic analyses strongly
support the grouping of
Oocarpae.

P. teocote with subsection

Karamalanga and Nickrent's (1989)

electrophoretic analysis of mexican hard pines, clustering
P. teocote and P. lawsonii rnonophyletically intermediate to

the well defined Oocarpae and the unresolved Ponderosae
complex, is consistent with this.

However, it is possible

that introgression could have occurred during Oocarpae's
development in Mexico, syrnpatric to Ponderosae members,

such that P. teocote, truly a member of Ponderosae,
contains an Oocarpae plastome.

Mexico is an area of

recent, rapid, pine diversification, which has produced
many species with unique morphology (P. leipphylla) or
mixtures of taxonomjc characters such that it is difficult
to confidently classify species based on the present amount
of data.

Obviously, more data is needed to resolve the

mechanisms involved in and species produced from this
recent Mexican radiation.

It is worth noting that subsection Australes member L
taeda and subsection Oocarpae formed a monophyletic group,
in this study's cladistic analysis.

In our initial study
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(Krupkin and Strauss unpublished data), cladistic analyses

using point mutations and shared fragment patterns grouped
subsection Australes members P. taeda and P. echinata into

a monophyletic dade that was separate from, and possibly a
progenitor to subsection Oocarpae.

The confidence interval

value for this Australes dade was somewhat low (891);
mostly because few characters distinguished them (seine

phenomenon in subsection Leiophylla and the PonderosaeSabinianae complex).

Regardless, our distance matrix

analyses in this study distinguished p. taeda as separate
from the Oocarpae complex, and intermediate between L..
radiata and subsection Oocarpe.

This, combined with the

similar results from our initial study, indicate

ustrales

to form a separate monophyletic dade.
Next, cpDNA data strongly suggests grouping L..

halepensis, a pine that has been variably classified, with
P. pinea from subsection Pineae.

In past morphological

treatments, P. pinea has been placed in a single monotypic
subsection on the basis of its unique characters (Shaw
1914; Pilger 1926; Little and Critchfield 1969; Farjon
1984), while P. halepensis has been variously grouped into
Insignes (Shaw 1914)

(also containing Contortae and

Oocarpae) or Banksia (Pilger 1926) on the basis of small
ray pits, and persistent, variably serotinous cones (Shaw
1914); or, Sylvestres on the basis of uninodal spring
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shoots and cones not leaving basal scales on twigs
(Critchfield and Little 1969).

Duffield's (1952)

hybridization study clearly shows that P. halepensis does
not belong in Shaw's (1914) Insignes according to
crossability.

Further, Klaus'

(1989) fossil survey, and

Shirone et al.'s (1991) taxonomic analysis of seed proteins
clusters P. halepensis very closely to P. pinea, thereby
concurring with this grouping.

The analyses here support the monophyly of subsections
Contortae, Canariensis, and Sylvestres (P. sylvestres and
P. resinosa), as circumscribed by Critchfield and Little's
(1966) terminology, yet have notable differences with the
remainder of their hard pine classification.

Discrepancies

of our grouping from the classification of Critchfield and
Little (1966) are shown in Table 6.

Phylogenetic and Biogeoraphical Implications
Divergence values based on chioroplast site data
(Table 3) were used to hypothesize when certain lineages

evolved, as well as possible roles of past geological
events in shaping the sections, subsections, and species
reviewed here.

It was difficult to estimate divergence

values precisely, since rates of evolution were highly
variable (Table 5), particularly in regards to the New
World-progenitor and subsection Contortae.

Attempts were
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made to take these extreme rates into consideration when
reconstructing the evolution of hard pines.

Our final

account, summarized in Figure 11 provides new insight into
the topic of hard pine evolution, both supporting and
conflicting with fossil evidence published to date (Table
7).

Table 1.7.

Comparison of CPDNA divergence values against fossil r?cordings.

Group or taxa

Chioroplast DNA
sequence divergence
values

Fossil data values (species)

Reference

Subgenus Pinus

140 - 150

140 - 150 *

Florin, 1963
Mirov, 1967

Subsection Sylvestres

110 - 130; diverisfied in
Eocene (40-60)

130 (P. beglica Alvin)
85 (P. clementsii Chaney)
50 (P. pnncetonenesis Stockey)

Axelrod 1986

Subsection Contortae

70 - 90

38 from Bull Run, NV

Axelrod 1986

Subsection Ponderosae

60 - 70

46 (P. andersonii Stockey)
50 (P. premurryana Knowlton)
65 (Ponderosae-like)

Axelrod 1986

Millar 1989

Subsection Sabinianae

60 - 70

20 (P. pieperi Dorf)
20-30 (P. trunculus Dawson)

Axelrod 1986
Mirov 1967

P. radiata-progenitor

45 - 55

18 (P. burtii) MA, also see Oocarpae

Axelrod 1986

Subsection Australes

30-40 (P. taeda)

15 (P. collinsi Berry)
65 (Australes-like)

Axelrod 1986
Millar 1989

Subsection Oocarpae

16 - 26

14 - 15 pollen
12 (P. pretuberculata)

Axclrod 1980

20 - 25 (P. colorodensis Knowlton)
15 (P. paucisquamosa Templeton)

Axelrod 1986

Subsection Leiophylla

1-8

* we used this as our base from which we calculated rates of evolution,
then made hypotheses about divergence times and geological events.

N

I,

Figure 1.11. Time line summarizing the evolutionary hypothesis based on cpDNA divergence
rates and values.
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Figure 12.

Detailed schematics of how geological events

have influenced hard pine evolution.

position of land masses 135-165 Mya when the genus
Pinus presumably evolved.

global flooding during Late Cretaceous (70-90 Mya).
Shown: North America and Europe.

Dotted lines indicate

extent of land masses.
C: events during Paleocene to Mid Eocene (45-70 Mya).

boreotropical climate change across middle
latitudes.

global floodplains recede
rise of Rocky Mountains

significant events during Late Eocene and Early
Oligocene (30-45 Mya).
Creatacean climate.

1: climate changes back to

2: major tectonic activity in Eurasia

Oligocene (25-40 Mya) events and the appearance of
subsection Austra].es.

Miocene (5-20 Mya) events and the appearance of
subsection Oocarpae.
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Pinus is thought to have been derived from ancestral

Pityostrobus, sometime during the first half of the
Jurassic (Miller 1976; Axeirod 1986) as Pangea split into
the northern and southern continents Laurasia and
Gondwanalan (Smith 1981).

The region of Pinus' origin is

speculated to be in the middle latitudes of the northern
hemisphere (Florin 1963; Mirov 1967), though it is unclear
at what longitude.

During the Jurassic, both Pityostrobus

and Pinus spread across the Laurasian continent, with Pinus
undergoing major radiation and diverging into its main two
recognized subgenera towards the end of the Jurassic
(Figure l2a).

Fossils of modern pinaceous species found

during the Cretaceous include P. belgica, found in what is
thought to be early cretaceous sediments in Belgium (Alvin
1960); and a number of species from Middle to Late
Cretaceous sediments (reviewed in Millar 1992, 89).
Chloroplast sequence divergence values (Table 3)
suggest section Pinea to be ancestral to subgenus Pinus;

members within this eastern Mediterranean subsection are of
at least Tertiary age, probably migrating much earlier from
eastern Asia (Mirov 1967, sensu).

An average nucleotide

divergence rate of 1-1.2 X 10'° substitutions/site/year
(see results) would place the origin of section Pinea near
the end of the Jurassic/Early Cretaceous (167-139 Mya).

During the Cretaceous, subsection Canariensis and
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Sylvestres diverged from Pineae, subsequently radiating to
the eastern and central/western ends of the Laurasian
continent respectively (Figure 12a).

It is generally believed is that hard pines invaded
what is now known as North America via Western Europe
(review in Mi].lar 1992), although Axeirod (1986) contends

migration via Beringia, which would have connected Eastern
Asia with Alaska.

Fossil evidence (reviewed in Mirov 1967)

during the Cretaceousincludes pollen remains of Pinus
clementsii in Cretaceous Minnesota that are
indistinguishable from P. resinosa, and numerous Cretaceous
Pinus fossil remains along the eastern seaboard of North
America.

These fossils combined with the current eastern

North American distribution of the extant subsection
Sylvestres members P. tropicalis and P. resinosa, imply
migration of hard pines from European origin.

Despite the

strong indications of this study, the role of aast-Asian
pines still needed to be addressed.

To help resolve this

issue, we included east Asian species P. massonia (East
China) and P. densiflora (Japan) into our inversion study
(chapter 2).

The cladistic analysis indicated that the P. resinosaprogenitor is ancestral to the New World taxa: P. oocarpa.

However, the east-Asian pines appear to be derived from a
P. sylvestres-progenitor.

This designation of the east-
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Asian pines is contrary to Farjon's (1984) theory, where
East asian pines are ancestral to the remainder of
subsection Sylvestres.

The results from the inversion

study further support our hypothesis of the radiation of
Pinus into North American via Europe during the Cretaceous.

During the Late Cretaceous, the Cretacean Sea
connected the Arctic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico, dividing
the North American continent and subsection Sylvestres in
two, such that the two halves of Sylvestres became isolated
and evolved rapidly (Figure 12b).

The western half

developed to become the now extinct New World ancestor
which presumably resembled extant Contortae to some degree.

The divergence rates for both the New World ancestor and
subsection Contortae are significantly higher than normal
(Table 5), suggesting that subsection Contortae is

descended from the New World ancestor, and has maintained
the characteristic of rapid chloroplast DNA evolution.

Time of divergence for the Contortae-progenitor would be
137-165 Mya, assuming a constant rate of chloroplast
evolution.

However, because the rate is two-fold higher at

the P=.01 level (Table 5), a more realistic value should be
(137-165 Mya)/2

70-90 Mya.

This value would place the

divergence of a Contortae-progenitor from a subsection
Sylvestres-progenitor during the Late Cretaceous.

The eastern portion Sylvestres likely diverged into a
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number of extinct subsections whose fossils have been
labelled

ustrales-like and Ponderosae-like (Axeirod 1966).

These fossils presumably do not represent the actual
subsections, as our chioroplast divergence analysis
determined these subsections to have appeared much later.

Sequence divergence values estimate subsection Ponderosae
and Australes to have diverged 60 Mya and 34 Mya
respectively.

The early Tertiary (64-45 Ma) is characterized by the
contraction of the Cretacean Sea, uplifting of the Rocky
Mountains,

progression of the Laurasian continental plate

breakup, and onset of a major global climate change (Figure
12c).

Fragmentary fossil deposits occur on North america

and Europe, particularly in southern France which contains
many Tertiary Sylvestres deposits.

Sequence divergence

rates between P. resinosa and P. sylvestres (40-60 Mya)

suggest that the Laurasian breakup played an important role
in the diversification of subsection $ylvestres.

It is

likely that P. sylvestres originated on the European
subcontinent after more extensive geographic isolation
(parapatric speciation), and is derived from a P. resinosaprogenitor.

This latter hypothesis is supported by our

chioroplast structure/inversion study (Chapter 2), where a
P. resinosa-progenitor is shown to.be ancestral to both the
New World and the remainder of subsection Sylvestres (which
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are entirely Eurasian in extant distribution).

Despite the important findings in France, Pinus
fossils are generally scarce during this period.

Millar

(1992) explains this anomaly by referring to the role of
the global climate change during the Paleocene to a rnesic,

tropical climate which favored angiosperrns, thus forcing

pines into refugia in the northern or southern latitudes,
or dry inland areas (Millar 1992).

period, several primitive

During this tropical

groups such as Pityostrobus and

Pseudoauricaria disappeared, leading us to infer that many
Cretacean hard pines, particularly offshoots of subsection
Sylvestres in North american, and the ancestral taxon(s) to
the New World, declined as well.

The retreat of hard pines into refugia lead to much
isolation and fragmentation, thus generating potential for
divergence (Figure 12c).

Fossil pollen evidence to date

(reviewed in Millar 1992) supports the theory that northern

refugia above 70 degrees latitude (the area now beneath the
Arctic Ocean) served as refugia for subsections Contortae
and Sylvestres.

Southern refugia were utilized by

subsections Pineae and Canariensis in Eurasia (limited to
the south by the Tethys Seaway), and by populations that
diverged into Ponderosae-Sabinianae complex and the
radiata-progenitor in North america (Figure 12c).

Sequence divergence data furnishes the time of origin
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to be 66 Mya for the Ponderosae-Sabinianae complex; a value
which is in agreement with Axeirod's (1986) fossil data.

The P. radiata-ancestor divergence value of approximately
45-61 Mya is roughly comparable to Hong's (1992) findings,

where diversity among species of this complex was
determined to be .31% (.09 SE).

Discrepancies between

Hong's (1992) data and ours is due largely to the limited
size of his data set.

These values are fairly close to the

divergence time of the Ponderosae-Sabinianae complex,

indicating that Eocene refugia, combined with the
development of isolating mountains in western North
America, greatly influenced speciation events in hard pines
at that time.

The middle Tertiary (25-45 Mya, Figure 12d) marked the
period when pines advanced from refugia to dominate the
middle latitudes once again.

This transition was greatly

assisted by the swift dissipation of the tropical climate.

Wolfe (1978) describes a 10-13 °C drop in average global
temperature within only one million years, which may
coincide with one fossil series where boreotropica]. flora

was replaced by conifers in only one million years (Axeirod
1966).

During this time of expansion, a number of areas

could have served as centers of diversification for pines.

Millar (1989) suggests Mexico and Central America to be one
of these areas, even though no fossil pines have ever been
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found south of the Mexico/Texas border prior to more recent
epochs, possibly because this area was intermittently
underwater until the late Miocene.

A more plausible

explanation is that as the P. radiata-progenitor spread
throughout extant Southwestern United States, the rise of
the Sierran Cordilleras separated a group of populations
that evolved into the subsection Australes-progenitor, as
represented by P. taeda (Figure 12e).

Also during the Early Middle Tertiary (Figure 12d),
the Eurasian continent was subject to intense tectonic and
fault activity thereby causing a number of major
reconstructions of the land masses and seas of the Old
World.

This, in turn, lead to varying degrees of isolation

and contact among Pinus species and populations, and may
explain the geographic segregation of subsection
Canariensis members P. canariensis (Canary Islands) and
roxburghii (longifolia)

(Himalayas).

Also, sequence

divergence data within Old World subsection Pineae (j
pinea; P. halepensis), indicates a divergence time of
approximately 50 Mya, which corresponds to this period of
tectonic upheaval in Eurasia.

Widespread fossil pines with clearly modern alliances
are found during the Late Tertiary (2-25 Ma, Figure 12f).
In the first half of the Miocene (12-22 Mya), the

subsection Oocarpae-progenitor diverged from an ustales-
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progenitor.

Both sequence divergence and cladistic data

support the hypothesized CCCP comp1ex-,PustraleS-OOCarPae

This prposed derivation of Oocarpae is

route.

contradictory to prior hypotheses that suggest Oocarpae is
ancestral tq CCCP, with Australes independently diverging
much earlier (Axelrod 1982, 83, 86; Millar 1986; Millar et
al. 1988).

Axeirod's (1986) contention is that Oocarpae

originated in the Late Eocene, occupying areas in eastern
North America as well as Mexico.

The presence of cones

with Oocarpae-like traits in eastern North America,

approximately 15 Mya, can be explained by Oocarpae's close
affiliation with subsection Australes in the cladistic
study.

These cones are plausibly from Australes, whose

morphology which has since diverged.

Two events may

explain the divergence of Oocarpae from Australes (Figure
12f).

First, uring a period of extensive fault activity

near Southewestern US and Northern Mexico (Axeirod 1980,

sensu), populations on the southern, southwestern and
eastern side of faults became displaced and subsequently
diverged.

Australes continued to migrate eastward, while

Oocarpae, which was displaced southward, diversified.

Secondly, Australes spread into Mexico and the southeastern
US after it diverged from the P. radiata- progenitor.
connections between Central America and the Caribbean
during the Miocene allowed gene flow among Australes

Land
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species.

Land connections were severed in the Late Miocene

and the isolation facilitated the formation of subsection
Oocarpae.

Also during the Late Miocene the water which had

intermittently covered Mexico until this time (Mirov 1967)

receded, thus allowing pines, particularly Oocarpae, to
invade and diversify.

It was during this period (2-8 Mya)

that the monophyletic group Leiophyllae diverged from
Oocarpae.

Many other extant New World pines also appeared during
the Late Tertiary.

The split between P. contorta and R

virginiana is estimated to be 16-26 Mya, thought the actual
time is likely much more recent since Contortae appears to
have an accelerated rate of chioroplast evolution.

The

splits between and within subsections Ponderosae and
Sabinianae occurred within last 1-10 million years.

The

lack of resolution within this complex supports the
hypothesis that all of the species are closely related.

This, in turn, indicates that even though significant
morphological difference were apparent since the time of
their divergence (Axelrod 1986), interbreeding, and
therefore similarity in chioroplast DNA phenotypes, was
corrnon and persists to date.
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Conclusion
It is evident that the data presented here imparts
The

much insight into hard pine taxonomy and phylogeny.
high confidence intervals separating the major clades

indicate that the topology of the parsimony and distance
based trees represent xnonophyletic groups.

Topology is

significantly dissimilar from prior taxonomic treatment
(Critchfield and Little 1966), differing primarily at or

below the subsectional level with of

.

teocote and

subsection Leiophylla grouping inonophyletically with

subsection Oocarpae, P. halepensis grouped with P. pinea of
subsection Pineae, and subsection Sylvestres grouped
monophyletically with all other Old World taxa.

Also, L

radiata formed its own monotypic dade, separate from
subsection Oocarpae,. where it is normally placed.

We

suggest that these potential reclassifications deserve
additional scrutiny, as confirmation of them will

significantly

change our understanding the evolution and

taxonomy of hard pines.

Next, the information presented here provide new
insight regarding the origin and evolutionary
diversification of hard pines.

Prior work in this area was

based largely on fossil cone morphology, the robustness of
which diminishes as one goes farther back in time; fossil
pollen deposits, which are more reliable; and informed
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speculation.

Chioroplast DNA allows an independent

estimate of divergence times.

The fact that some hard pine

lineages had significantly different rates tended to
In particular, the New

obscure certain divergence times.

World ancestor and subsection Contortae had rates 3 and 2.6
time normal respectively.

Whether each lineage is evolving

fast, or the corresponding lineage is evolving slowly is
undetermined, though it seems clear that both phenomenon
are at work in regards to the New World-Old World branches.

Inescapably, there are qualifications for the data
presented here.

First, it is possible that the one

individual sampled from each species assayed here is not
representative of the species complex as a whole.

Chloroplast DNA has been used primarily to distinguish taxa
at the species level and above, as it was thought to evolve
too slowly to detect significant variation below the
species level.

Hong's (1992) extensive survey of

chloroplast variation in the CCCP complex clearly shows
that, despite a modest data set, P. muricata is partitioned
by site mutations into three distinct populations which
correspond to extant geography.

However, the three

regional groups can#t cross and are likely cryptic species
(Strauss, personal communication).

Thus, the variability

in P. muricata really does not lead to error in the
results; instead, it helps resolve them.
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In our study, where we often used greater than one
species per subsection, all species within a subsection
came out monophyletically in most cases.

The exceptions

appear to be the result of major taxonomic errors.

lxi any

case, the strong within-subsection associations assert that
variability, both within and between species, has not
affected our results.

Second, the occurrence of introgression can be a
serious problem when constructing chlorop].ast-based land

plant phylogenies (reviewed in Reisberg and Soltis 1991).
Although chloroplast capture has been documented in a
number of land plants, it has not yet been documented in
pines, possibly due to the unique paternal inheritance of
chloroplast in conifers (Wagner et al 1987).

On the other

hand, nuclear gene flow in pines has been detected between
populations of subsection Contortae members P. contorta and
P. banksiana (Critchfield 1985, Wheeler and Guries 1987).

In light of these mechanisms in pines, it seems that prior
misclassification of P. halepensis and P. teocote could
have been due to nuclear introgression between closely
related subsection, though it is possible that plastome
introgression is leading to inaccurate classification based
on our data.

Obviously, more work is needed in this area.

Finally, there is some debate as to how applicable
chloroplast-based, phylogenetic findings are to prior
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taxonomies based on other characters.

Doyle (1992)

suggests using each gene tree as a one character taxonomy,

then including it with

non-molecular

globally parsimonious result.

data to obtain a

This method is particularly

useful when a large molecular data set behaves as a single
character and different assumptions produce trees different
topologies.

This was not done here because the data matrix

was consistent in producing a multiple character taxonomy,

generating trees of the same topology, regardless of the
assumptions.

Another consideration is our tacit acceptance

of previous species designations.

Nixon and Wheeler (1990)

define phylogenetic species as "the smallest aggregation of
populations (sexual) or lineages (asexual) diagnosable by a
unique combination of character states in comparable
individuals (seniaphoronts)", while Templeton (1989) reminds

us that speciation is a process, not an event, the end
products of which (species) cohere via varying mechanisms.
With these views in mind, we can say that the clades found
in our study largely cluster not only by cpDNA data, but
non-molecular genetic data as well.

The significance of

discrepancies between the two data sets must be based on
the differences in mechanisms producing the
characters.

discriminating

Chioroplast data should be favored due to its

conserved mode of evolution and lack of considerable
documented plastome introgression in pines (see above).
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Non-molecular genetic data is suitable, however, to
strengthen clades with lower confidence intervals
(Ponderosae-Sabinianae) and partition larger clades
(Oocarpae-Australes).

weighted equally.

All non-molecular data should not be

Characters showing low variability

(biochemicals and proteins) are preferred over highly

changeable characters such as morphology to decrease the
risk of convergence.

Further, other character types such

as demography, life-history traits, ecology, modes of gene
and gene-product expression should be defined for Pinus as
well as other taxonomic groups so that the cohesion of
clades realized to date, as well as characters used in

determining

them, can be tested for robustness.
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Appexidix: Table 2

Table 1.2. Data matrix used for phylogenetic analysis.

See

table 1.1 for abbreviations. Probes: 4-cutter survey:
contorta clones as denoted in Lindholm and Gustafsson 1991)

except: S24/69 = S24 & S69; E94/243 = E94 & E243; K79/50 =

K79 &K50; HBE = H63 & B623 & E43; H157/46 = H157 & H46;
X789+

X98 & X134 & X39 & X789 (also called X42).

6-

cutter survey: Douglas-Fir clones (Tsai and Strauss 1989)
as defined in Figure 1.

Scores (below species) are 0 for

abscence of restriction site, while 1 for presence; and,
refer to the phenotype for each line.

Missing or

uninterpretable data is denoted by "?".

a = refers to an autapomorphy (only one species has
mutation).

For autapomorphies, only point mutations and readily
distinguishable length mutations (> 100 bp) were scored.

Small fragments (< 1.0 Kb) appearing in only one enzyme
were assumed to be due to the loss or gain of a site, and
therefore counted into the site data table.
I

]

= denotes inferred fragments.

Small fragments were

visible on most blots, but the occurrence of many bands in
the regions made the picking out of one band difficult; or,
very small fragments (< 200 bp) often ran of f the gel and

had to be inferred.

Table 1.2. Data matrix used for phylogenetic analysis.
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Table 1.2. (continued).
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Table 1.2. (continued).
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Table 1.2. (continued).
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Table 1.2. (continued).
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ENZYME
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Alul

110

Alul
Alul
Alul
Alul

111

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123

124
125
126
127
128
129

BstUI

RadIi
RadIi
HinPi
MspI

BstUI

HaeIII
HaeIII

RadIi
HInPI
MspI
MspI
Rsa1

RsaI
TaqI
Alul
Alul
Alul
BstUI
BstUi
BstUI

PROBE

11157/46
11157/46
11157/46
11175/46
11157/46
11157/46
11157/46
11132
11132
11132
11132
11132
11132
11132
11132
11132
11132
11132
11132
11132
11132

X789-914
X789-914
X789+
X789+
X789+
X789+

TSH R C P J T C vC 0 PRP TLL
AYA E A 0 E 0 0 10 0 1AA EUE
ELL S N N F R U RN C NDT OMI

PHENOTYPE

a utapo-

morphy?
Yes =

2.9=1.7+ 1.2
111111111001
I
11111
000000000110
0I 11111
00000 2.9 = 2.6 + .3
011111111111
3.2 = 2.6 + .6
000100000000
00 00000
001000000000
00000
= 2.5 + .9
11111 3.4
100001111?? 1 I000000
3.3 = 3.1 + [.2]
011110000000
011111111110 I 00000 1.05 = 1.0 + [.05]
011110000000
I 00000
111111111001 1 11111 2.65 = 1.35 + 1.3
000000000110 0 00000 2.65 = 1.4 + 1.25
5.0=3.1+1.9
010000000000
00 00000
3.1 = 1.8 + 1.3
001000000000
00000
3.1 = 2.6 + [.5]
000100000000
0
00000
3.1= 2.3 + .8
000000000010
0
00000
6.8 = 5.2 + 1.6
000000000010
00 00000
2.7 + .3
000000011000
00000
101011111111
I
3.1 =3.0+[.1J
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000 4.1 =3.9+[.2]
010000000000
00000 4.1 = 2.4 + 1.7
100001111111 00 11111
3.1 = 2.6 + [.51

a
a

3.2 = 1.6 1*2]

.5

.3 + [.2]

a
a
a
a
a

3.0

1

1

1

I

I

1

00000
00 010
01
11100
00 01 00000
101
10
00000
00 010
100 10
00 00000
00000 00 0I 00000
00000
00 000
010 00
00 00000
00000 00 0I 00000
00000

a
a

.9 = .6 + 1.31

3.6 = 2.4 + 1.2
3.2 = 3.2 + [.4]

.8=.5+[.31

3.3 =2.3+ 1.0
1.0 = .8 + [.2]
3.3 = 2.3 + 1.0

a
a

Table 1.2. (continued).
ENZYME
PROBE
No.

130

HaeIII

131

HinPi

132
133
134
135
136
137
138

imP!
imP!

HinPi
Mspl
MspI
Rsa!
Alul

139

Alul

140

Am!
Mu!
Am!
Alul

141

142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157

Mu!

BstUI
BstUI
BstUI
BstU!
BstUI
BstUI

Had!!
Hael!1

Had!!
HinPi

imP!
HinPi
MspI

X789
X789+

X789+
X789+
X789+
X789+

X789
X789+

X914
X914
X914
X914
X914
X914
X914
X914
X914
X914
X914
X914
X914
X914
X914
X914
X914
X914
X914
X914

TSH R C P j TC V C OPR P T L L
AYA E A 0 E 00 I 0 OIA AEUE
EL L S N N F RU R N CND TOM!

0000000000
00010000
0100000000
00000000
1101111111
11111111
0010000000
00000000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10000000
1000011111
11011111
1000011111
0000000000 11011111
00000010
0111100000
00100000
0010000000
00100000
0010100000
00100000
1111111110
01111111
0000000001
10000000
0000000001
10000000
0000000000
10000000
0000011110
00000000
1111011111
11111111
0000100000
00000000
1111111110
11111111
0000000001
00000000
0000000001
10000000
00000000
01?1000000
0000000001
10000000
01?
1000000 00100000
00000000
0111100000
0111100000
00100000
0000011110
00000000
0010100000 00100000

PHENOTYPE

autapomorphy?
Yes =

1.4= 1.0[.4]

a

1.5 = .9 + [.6]

5.0 = 4.3 + .7
5.0 = 4.4 + .6
6.4 = [3.61 + 1.8
2.1 = 1.1 + 1.0

a
a

1.9= 1.6+[.31
4.2 = 3.0 + 1.2
= 3.5 + [.3]
3.4 = 2.4 +1.0
3.8

.8=.7+[.1]

2.7 = 1.5 + 1.2

2.7= 1.8+.9
1.8 = .9 + .9

.9=.7+[.2]

2.4 = 1.3 +1.1
3.4 = 2.4 + 1.0
3.4 = 1.8 + 1.6
3.4 = 2.4 + 1.0
3.4 = 2.7 + .7
4.1 = 2.4 + 1.7
1.6 = .9 + .7
1.5 = 1.2 + [.31

2.4= 1.9+.5

6.5 = 4.5 + 2.0
2.0 = 1.0 +1.0
.8 = .5 + [.3]
3.2 = 2.1 + 1.1

a
a

a
a
a

Table 1.2. (continued).
No.

ENZYME

PROBE

TS HRCPJ TCVCOPRPTLL
AYAEAOEOOI 001 AAEUE
ELLS NNFRURNCNDTOMI

PHENOTYPE

nutapomorphy?
Yes = 'a'

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.2=2.6+.6
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.6=1.4+1.2
000000000110000000
Inversion
0. 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Inversion

158
159
160
161
162

MspI
MspI
Many
Many
Hae,BamHI

X914
X914
X914
X914
X914

0

1

0

1

163

Alul

coxl

0

0
0

1
1

001000000000000000 Inversion
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0000000

1

0 0 0 0 0 ptMITOCH

SIX-CUt ibM DATA

K6
K6
K6
K6

111??11111?110111I
100??11111?1011111
00?

164
165
166
167

EcoRl
EcoRl

168
169

EcoRV

X 1,6,8b
X 1,6,8b

?

PstI

170

EcoRV
EcoRV
XbaI

EcoRl
EcoRl
EcoRl

171

172
173

174
175
176

177
178

HindIll
HindIll

?

1

000

? ?

00
00

? ?
? ?

X12,B,4
X12,B,4
X12,B,4

000

?
?

I

EcoRV

K4.8,5.9,6.5
K4.8,5.9,6.5
K4.8,5.9,6.5
K4.8,5.9,6.5

EcoRV
XbaI

XA,2,3a
XA,2,3a

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

00000
1

1

1

1

?
?

0 ?

00000
?0 000
?00000
1

?

?
?

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0000
0000000
00000
0
0000000
00000
0
00

1

1

5.43.9+I.3

a

5.2=4.3+.9
4.3=3.9+[.4J

a

1.41.3+[.1J

6.6=4.04-[2.6J

16.3=9.5+6.8
5.0=3.2+1.8
5.0=4.0+[1.0]

000??00100?0000000 3.8=3.2+.6
1

I

1

?

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

00000

3.1 = 2.0 + 1.1
2.2 = 1.1 + 1.1

I

I

I

I

1

1

2.2=1.2+1.0
11.6=6.0+5.6

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

?
?

00000?

0

0 ? ?

1

1

1

1

1

?

I

0?

00000?0000000

00?

?
?

0

1

1

?

?

1

1
1

1

1

1

I

1

0

1

00?

?
?

1

1

1

1

1

?

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

9.2=4.0+ [5.01

4.9=4.4+[.5J

a
a

a
a

a

Table 1.2. (continued).
No.

179
180
181
182
183

184
185

186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193

194
195
196
197
198
199

200
201
202

ENZYME

PROBE

EcoRl
EcoRl
EcoRl

S 10.8
S 10.8

EcoRV
EcoRV

S 10.8

Xbal
XhoI
EcoRl
EcoRl
EcoRl

S 10.8

S10.8

S10.8

S 10.8

TS HRC P 3 T Cv C 0 P R P T L L PHENOTYPE
AYAEA 0 E 0 01 0 0 I AAE UE
ELLS N N F R UR NC N DTOMI
0 0 0 0 0 33.6 = 19.6 + 14
7 ? 0 0 0 0 0 ? 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 19.619+.6
? ? 0 0 0 0 0 ? 0
0
5.5=4.5+1.0
7
7
0
1.7=1.4+ 1.31
00? 00000? 0 0
111'?llIll?llllIOO 3.1=2.2+1.91
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 7
0 0 ?
3.0=2.6+1.41
4.3=3.7+[.6j
00? ?00000? 0 0
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

?

1

1

1

1

7

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

S 4.8,6.7

1

0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 ? 7 0 0 0 0 0 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 7 ?

S 4.8,6.7

1

1

EcoRV
EcoRV

5 4.8,6.7

0

S 4.8,6.7

1

BglII
BgIlI

X9,10
X9,10
X9,10
X9,10
X9,10
X9,10
X9,1O
X9,10
X9,10
X9,10
X9,10

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

?

7

?

EcoRl
EcoRl
EcoRV
EcoRV
EcoRV

Xhol
XhoI
XhoI

X9, 10

1

7

?

1

1

?

?

1

0 ?

?

1

1

1

0

4.3=3.0+ 1.1
5.8=4.5+ 1.3
9.5=5.0+ 4.5

0

1

0 0 0 0 0

4.3 = 3.3 + 1.0

1

1

1

1

1

2.3 = 1.3 + 1.0

0 ? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5.03.0+2.0
3.02.6+.6

00000?
?
00000 ?
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

?

1

1

1

1

?

0

1

1

1

7

7

0 0 0

?

7

1

1

1

0 0 0 ?

?

7

1

0
0

1

1

?

7

1

1

1

1

1

1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

?

00000

I

?

?

?

I

I

1

1

1

0 0
? 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
? 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

1

0 0 7

?

1

1

1

1

1

?

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

7

?

I

I

I

I

1

7

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

00 0 ?

?

1

1

?
1

0 0 ?
1
0 0 0 ?

7

?

?

1

1

1

Yes =

1

S 4.8,6.7

Dral
Dral

autapomorphy?

?

1

1

1

1

1

0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1
1
1
0 0 0 0 0 ? 1 0 0
1
000 0? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1

1

1

1

1

1

?

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

2.6=1.4+1.2
3.5=2.5+1.0
9.4=8.2+1.2

a

a
a
a

a
a

5.04.3+.7
1.7=1.2+.5
11.4=5.7+5.7
11.4=6.4+5.0

a
a

11.66.1+5.5
13.3=9.4+3.9
25.0 = 11.6 + 13.4

a
a

'a'

Table 1.2. (continued).
ENZYME

TSHR cPJ T CVCO P RP T L L
AYAE AOE 00100 I AAEUE
EL L S NNF RURNC NDT OMI

PROBE

PHENOTYPE

autapo.
morphy?
Yes =

LENGTH MUTATIONS (not included in any analysis (see materials and methods))
I

2
3

4
5

many
Hinf&BstU

K 178
K178&S24
B206

many
many
11273
Hae/BstUI/ H2281K32
HinPI/Mspl
IT aq I

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

15
16
17
18

19

20
21

MspI/Taq

many
many
many
many
Alul

11228
H228
K32
K32
11302

K79/50-

BstUI

11380
1-1132
11132

Alul

many
Bst/Hae
RsaJ

many

11380

1-1380

H132
X789+

X789
X914

000 0 0 0 10 0 0 00
000 0 0 0 10 0 0 00
0 0 0 000 0 0 I 01 I
11
0 0 0 000 0 0 0 01 0 0 00
0 0 0
1

I

0

I

00 0
10 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 I 00 I

1

11

.2 Kb deletion
.3 Kb deletion
.9 Kb deletion
.2 Kb deletion
1.5 Kb deletion

a
a

0 1000 0000000100000
0 00
0 1100000000000 .O5Kbinsertion
.2Kbdeletion

1

0000 0 0 0 0 0 0
0000
0000000010000
0000 1111111011111 .O5Kbinsertion
1

0

1

1

1

1

.2 Kb deletion

1

0 1000 0000000100000
0

K79/50- HBE I

Alu/Hinfl
Alul
Alul

Hnf/msp/rs

00 0
01 1
?0 0

HBE I 0000

oo0000

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

.2Kbdeletion
.IKbinsertion

a

.1 Kb insertion

1

1 0000 1111111011111 .O5Kbinsertion
1 Kb insertion
0000 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
1 0000 1
.3Kbinsertion
1 101 1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0100 0000000000000
0 0000 0000110000000
0 0000 0000000100000
0 1000 0000000000000
0

0 0000 0 0 0 0

0000 I

1

1

1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1

1

1

1 101 1

1

1

1

.

.2Kbdeletion
.2Kbinsertion
.2Kbdeletion
.4Kbdelction
.6 Kb deiclion

.5Kbinsertion

a
a

a

Table 1.2. (continued).
Site PRESENCE scored as "1", ABSENCE as "0"

a = AUTAPOMORPHY . not phylogenetically informative, but useful for calculating genetic divergence and
length of phylogram branches.

( < 1.0 Kb ) appearing in only one enzyme were assumed to be due to the loss or gain of a site,
and therefore counted into the site data table.
Small fragments

Small fragments were visible on most blots, but the occurrence of many bands
[ J = denotes inferred fragments.
in the region made the picking out of one band difficult
For autapomorhies, only point mutations were counted.
point mutations or small deletions, were ignored.

Differences less than .1 Kb, attributable to either
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CHAPTER

II:

CHLOROPLAST GENOME RESTRICTION MAPPING AND

CHARACTERIZATION OF SMALL (1-10

3) INVERSIONS

Abstract
Chioroplast DNA (cpDNA) restriction maps were
constructed for three hard pines (subgenus Pinus): L..

Dinea, P. sylvestres, and P. ponderosa, then compared to
all other published Pinaceae cpDNA restriction maps.

All

restriction maps were approximately 120 Kb in size and
lacked an inverted repeat (IR).

Fragment patterns of hard

pines versus soft (subgenus Strobus), and hard pines
versus Douglas-Fir were very divergent.

Gross structure

among hard pines was well conserved, while the

microstructure (10 Kb) was much more variable.

In

particular, the fragment patterns from two separate events
revealed by the XbaI digest of P. sylvestres were
reminiscent of inversions, where a site gain/loss event
replaces two medium sized fragments with one larger and
one smaller band (total size is unaffected).

The

phylogenetic study (Chapter 1) revealed liof these
events, 9 of which occurred within probe X914 from
contorta.

j

To increase the robustness of our phylogenetic

results and restriction mapping studies, the phenomenon
within X914 was investigated more thoroughly by mapping
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the region with several enzymes.

Three mini inversions of

at least 1.8 Kb,. 1.2 Kb and .9 Kb were uncovered.

These

distinguish New World pines, subsection Contortae, and L..
ia1epensis respectively.

Here we report the smallest

known cpDNA inversions to date and their phylogenetic
implications in Pinus.

Introduction
Chloroplast DNA (cpDNA) structural rearrangements are
useful for identifying evolutionary divergence among
lineages of land plants.

Initial studies in this area

largely dealt with angiosperms, though the literature in
non-angiosperms is growing (reviewed in Birky 1988; Clegg
and Zurawski 1992; Downie and Palmer 1992).

Loss of an

inverted repeat (IR) region, reducing cpDNA size by up to
30Kb, is a major distinguishing event that has been
documented in a number of lineages, including five
separate lineages in six tribes of temperate legumes
(Palmer et al. 1987b; Lavin et al. 1990), Conopholis
(Downie and Palmer 1992), at least once in the Geraniacea
(Palmer et al. 1987a; Calie and Palmer, unpublished),

Striga (Scrophelariaceae), the conifers Pinus radiata and
Pseudotsuga rnenzesii (Douglas-Fir) (Strauss et al. 1988),

and all conifers, as reported byRaubeson and Jansen
(1992a).

Other structural rearrangements are more common
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once an IR is lost (Palmer and Thompson 1982; Palmer et
al. 1987b), though still possible with both IR regions
(Schmitz and Kowaliak 1986; Stein et al. 1986).

Chioroplast restriction maps are often constructed to
facilitate the interpretation and characterization of
rearrangements (Palmer and Thompson 1982; Crouse et al.
1986; Jansen and Palmer 1987; Howe et al. 1988)

One of the major motivations for constructing cpDNA
structure and restriction maps is for phylogenetic use.

By mapping a number of taxa at once, relatedness can be
inferred by presence or absence of particular mutations.

The mutations detected by restriction mapping include:
changes in restrictions sites (nucleotide substitution),
length mutations characterized by insertions or deletions,
changes in gene number or composition, and inversions.

Any or all of these events may be useful as characters for
distiguishing or grouping taxa in phylogenetic analysis,

though inversions and changes in gene number or
composition are especially powerful since they are very
unlikely to have evolved independently in two separate
lineages (Downie and Palmer 1992).

Restriction maps have been used for phylogenetic
studies as the source of phylogenetic data or to increase
confidence in scoring fragment patterns as certain
mutations in many species, including:

Nicotiana (Salts et
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al. 1984; Beckman 1984),

pi1obium (Schmitz and Kowallik

1986; Systma and Smith 1990),

.steraceae

(Jansen

et al.

1991), legumes (Palmer and Thompson 1982, Crouse et al
1986), and conifers (Strauss et al. 1988; Lidholm et al.
1991).

The latter point is of great import, as improperly

scored or overlooked data may lead to a misrepresentative
data set.

Complex occurrences such as inversions and gene

duplications were properly identified and scored in the
above studies, increasing the confidence of their
phylogenetic hypothesis.

Recent work on the mapping of conifer cpDNA has
demonstrated a major

inversion

to have occurred between

Pseudotsuga menzesii (Douglas-fir) and Pinus Radiata
(Strauss et al. 1988).

Lidhoim et al.

(1991) describes a

psbA duplication in subsection Contortae, relative to
other hard pines.

Other sequence rearrangements within

cpDNA of Pinus species are beginning to appear in the
literature.

Tsudzuki et al.

(1992) demonstrated how j

thunbergii contains a 495 bp repeated sequence extending
from the 3' end of the psbA gene, through trill, and into

trnH;
place.

as well as loss of rpsl6, and gain of ORF51O in its
Tsudzuki et al,

(1992) hypothesize that these

duplicated areas to have been retained during the
incomplete loss of one inverted repeat.

The impact of inversion events, in particular, on
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chloroplast genome structure, and their phylogenetic
implications have been studied in a variety of land plants
(Downey and Palmer 1992 for review).

Both the size and

number of inversions, relative to a land plant ancestor
(Raubeson and Jansen 1992b), are variable.

Generally, the

size of the inversion is above 20 Kb, although inversions
of 4 Kb and 11 Kb have been reported in Piewn hwnile
(Palmer 1985) and Medicago lupulina (Johnson and Palmer
unpublished) respectively.

The endpoints of inversions

are also variable between taxa, though an area downstream
of atpF-atpA seems to be the site of a common endpoint for
20-45 Kb inversions in conifers (Strauss et al 1988),

Leguminosae, Oenothera, lettuce, and wheat (Jansen and
Palmer 1987 for review).

Inversions have, for the most

part, been used far less than site data as phylogenetic
characters, even though these inversions can be important
markers of monophyletic lineages.

The utility of

inversion rearrangements in phylogeny is demonstrated
among tribes of the Leguxninosae (Palmer et al. 1987b;

Crouse et al. 1986), legumes in relation to other
angiosperms (Palmer and Thompson 1982), and conifers
(Strauss et al. 1988).

Our initial study (Chapter 1) yielded results
suggesting that a number of small inversions may be
present among hard pines.

To help interpret potentially
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confusing fragment patterns, restriction maps of P.
oinea, P. ponderosa and P. sy].vestres (terminology from

Critchfield and Little 1966) were constructed concurrently
with our final phylogeny 'study.

.

pinea was chosen as an

outgroup (see Chapter 1) as it is classified in a
monospecific subsection in a number of taxonomic studies
(Duffield 1952; Shaw 1914; Little and Critchfield 1969),

and it is hypothesized to have a progenitor that is
ancestral to all hard pines (reviewed in Millar 1989).
The remaining two species were chosen from two of the
larger remaining subsections.

In addition, we used

appropriate restriction enzymes so that comparisons could
be made with the previously mapped species P. radiata
(subsection Oocarpae, Strauss et al. 1988), and L..

monticola from subgenus Strobus (White 1990).

Our final study

of chioroplast genome phylogeny of

Pinus subgenus Pinus species (Chapter 1) revealed a number
of complex fragment patterns and simultaneous loss-gain
events, particularly as revealed by Pinus contorta probe
X914 (Lidhoim and Gustafsson 1991) in Old World relative
to New World hard pines, which we hypothesized to be due
to inversions.

In order to confirm the presence of these

inversions, we included all of the Old World hard pines
and Pinus oocarpa from our hard pine phylogenetic study
(Chapter 1), and added two Asian pines from subsection
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Here we

Sy].vestres to expand of scope of inference.

present evidence for the smallest size inversions yet
reported and their phy].ogenetic implications in Pinus.

Materials and Methods
DNA analyses
DNA was extracted from foliage (needles) with a
modified CTAB method alone (Wagner 1987), or with this
method followed by cesium chloride density centrifugation
(Maniatis et al. 1982).

For our restriction mapping

study, 8-10 micrograms of genomic DNA from species
indicated by * (Table 1) were digested with the

restriction enzymes Sad, PstI,

I alone, and in double

digests: SacI/PstI, SaçI/XbaI, PstI/XbaI.

For the

inversion study, six micrograms of DNA, from species
indicated by ' (Table 1), were digested with

axnHI, BglII,

EcoRI and Hindlil separately and each in a double digest

with

I.

Digested DNA was electrophoresed on 1.0

agarose gel in O.8

6

TAE buffer (80 mM Tris, 16.6 mM sodium

acetate, 2 mM EDTA, adjusted to pH 8.1 with glacial acetic
acid), blotted in an alkaline denaturation solution (Reed
and Mann 1985) onto Zetabind nylon membranes (Cuno Inc.,
Meriden, CT).

Blots were hybridized with probes that were

radiolabelled with 32P nucleotides via primer extension

with random hexamers as primers (Fienberg and Vogeistein
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1983).

After hybridization, the filters were washed at

low stringency twice for 30 minutes {65 degrees, 2X SSC:

0.3 M NaC1, 0.03 M citric acid, 0.1% sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS); Maniatis et al., 1982}, and then twice more
as before but with 0.5% SDS, and autoradiographs were
developed.

The blots were stripped of probe by washing

first at 42°C with 0.4 M NaOH, and then as before but also
with 0.1 X SSC and .2 M Trig, and reprobed 15-30 times.
For the cpDNA mapping blots, clones encompassing the
entire P. contorta chioroplast genome (Lidholm and
Gustafsson 1991b) were used.
were probed with X914 only.

All inversion study blots

Table 11.1. Sources and taxonomic designations of pine species studied.

Species
(Little and Critchfield 1969)

Abbreviation

Foliage tissue

1*

Subsection Canariensis Loud
canariensis C. Smith I
Subsection Ponderosae Loud.
ponderosa var. scopulorum
Laws. *

range

Source

Lot

PIN

IFG/P

YP #102

Mediterranean,

CAN

IFG/P

LotQ

Canary Island, NW Africa

PON

IFG/P

YP #88

Western U.S. & Canada, N.
Mexico

IFG/P

YP #109

W. Mexico to Central America

SYL
RES
HAL
NIG
DEN
MAS

IFG/P
IFG/P
IFG/P
IFG/P
IFG/P
IFG/P

YP #5
YP #71
YP #97

Spain to Siberia, Turkey

YP
YP
YP

Mediterranean coast, Balkans
Japan, SE Asia
E. China

CON
VIR

IFG/P

V9' 28-LotB

Western U.S. and Canada
Appalachian Mountains, U.S.

Subsection Pineae EndI.
pinea

Natural

Iberian

Subsection Oocarpae Little &
C ri t c h field

oocarpa Schiede

I

Subsection Sylvestres Loud.

sylvestresjJ*

resinosa Alt. I

halepensis var. brutia Miii
nigra var. cara. Arnold I
densiflora Sieb & Zucc. I
massonia Lamb. 1

NE United Statcs, SE Canada

Mediterranean coast (N & S)

Subsection Contortae Little
C ri tc h field

contorta V. latifolia DougI.
virginiana Mill. P

TI/R

Table 11.1 (continued).

a Abbreviations: IFG/P = International Forest Genetics Institute at Placerville, CA; YP = extracted genomic DNA from foliage
provided by Dr. Yong-Pyo Hong, Oregon State University & University of British Columbia; IT/R = foliage material provided
from Virginia Tree Improvement Cooperative
* = restriction mapped
I = included on inversion blots

P = inversions inferred from phylogenetic study of hard pines (Krupkin 1992)
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Results
Physical mappinq
Restriction fragment maps are shown in Figures 0
(circular) and 1 (linear).

All Pinus, species mapped here

were found to lack one inverted repeat based on the
fragment total being approximately 120.5 Kb for each
restriction enzyme, a result is consistent with previous
conifer work (Strauss et al. 1988, Lidholm and Gustafsson
1991).

Both P. ponderosa and P. sy].vestres will be

discussed relative to the outgroup P. pinea.

Overall,

within the three species mapped, a total of one PstI and
7-8 XbaI site were polymorphic.

See Figure 1 for a

description of the probes discussed in the remainder of
the paper.

P. ponderosa and P. sy].vestres share point mutations
PS *1 and *2 (Figure 0).

PS *1 is a site gain (6.4 Kb -->

5.0 + 1.4) in a 6.4 Kb XbaI fragment as detected by probes
B28 and H326.

PS *2 is a site gain (15.8 Kb --> 9.7 +.

7.1) in a 15.8 Kb PstI fragment detected by 1(79/50.

P. Ponderosa has three separate insertions of 0.6 Kb,

0.6 Kb and 0.5 Kb as detected by probes X789+, H273, and
H380 respectively.

In addition, P. Ponderosa has a single

unique restriction site gain (5.4 Kb --> 3.8 + 1.6), as
detected by probes K32 and H302.
P. sylvestres has a number of exclusive mutations.
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Single restriction site occurrences include one site gain
(11.4 Kb --> 8.1. + 3.3),

detected by probe H157/46 and

one site loss (1.45 + 0.8 --> 2.25 Kb) detected by 1(32.

Also, the more frequently cutting XbaI revealed two
fragment changes that may be interpreted as small
inversions in P. sylvestres, existing in the area covered
by probes H220 and H273.

The first possible inversion was located within probe
H220. P. sylvestres' U3S section contains two 1.2 Kb
fragments whereas P. pinea and P. ponderosa's U3 sections
contained a 1.7 Kb and 0.7 Kb fragment set.

Both of these

sets totalled 2.4 Kb and it is hypothesized that a small
inversion exists, similar to the ones demonstrated later
in this paper.

The other polymorphism (6.6 Kb + 1.3

>

5.0 + 1.7 + 1.2), transpiring in H273, is a bit more
complex, requiring at least three separate point
mutations.

One simple route, based only on point

mutations, is as follows: 6.6 Kb --> 5.0 + 1.6;
1.3 -->

2,; 2.9 --> 1,7 + 1.2) .

+

It is possible for

another small inversion to have taken place here and still
leave the larger

I (8.8 Kb) and .PstI (14.0 Kb)

fragments undisturbed.

Since both of these complex

polymorphisms were elucidated by only one enzyme,

I, we

are not able to positively conclude them to be the result
of small inversions.
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Figure 11.0. Circular restriction site maps of '. pinea
(A), P. sylvestres (B), and P. ponderosa (C).

Blocks

consisting of an unordered series of fragments are denoted
by a 'U'.

'PS#'

point mutation shared by P. ponderosa

and P. sylvestres, relative to P. pinea.
mutation unique to that species.

'PT' = point
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Figure II.Oa.

Hi 32

Hi 57/46

/

11380

X789+

11273

11220

Vi - unordered fragments: 4.5, 2.6, 1.06, .85
U2 - unordered fragments:

5.1, .9

U3 - unordered fragments

1.7, .7

U4 - unordered fragments: 1.45 + .8
US - unordered fragments:

1.9, 1.3
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Figure II.Ob.

4

U1S - unordered fragments:

(4.5, 2.6, 1.06, .85)

U2S - unordered fragments:

5.1, .9

U3S - unordered fragments:

1.2, 1.2

(.5 Kb deletion)

(2 pts)

U4S - site loss: 1.45 + .8 - 2.25

U5S - unordered fragments:

1.9, 1.3

* - complex event, consisting of at least 3 separate points mutations,
or a small inversion coupled with one point mratlon (see discussion)
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Figure II.Oc.

.6 Kb de'etion
5.1 (4.5 +.6Kb ins), 2.6, 1.06, .85
U2P - unordered fragments : 5.1, .9
U3P
unordered fragments: 1.7, .7
U].P= unordered fragments:

U4P - unordered fragments:

1.45, .8

U5P - unordered fragments:

(1.9, 1.3) - (.5 Kb del)
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Figure 11.1.

Arrangement of restriction fragments and

gene order of conifer chioroplast DNAS.

Circular

restriction maps (Figure 11.0) were linearized, and
compared to P. rnonticola (White 1990), P. contorta

(Lidholm and Gustafeson 1991), and, P. radiata and
Pseudotsuga menziseii (Strauss et al. 1988).

Locations

and direction of gene constructs for each species was
conserved.

Graphics immediately below the P. contorta

construct show the set of overlapping clones used in the
mapping study and their alignment relative to the other
species.

Clone designations are the same as in Lidhoim

and Gustafsson (1991) except: S24/69 = S24 & S69; E94/243
= E94 & E243; 1(79/50 = 1(79 & K50;

HBE = H63 & B623 & E43;

H157/46 = H157 & H46; X789 = X98 & X134 & X39 & X789
(also called X42).
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Figure 11.1.
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Figure 11.1. (continued)
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Table 11.2.
CpDNAS.

Sequence divergence between Pinus species

P. radiata, P. contorta, and Pseudotsuga

nenzeisii were not evaluated, as prior work (Chapter 1,

Strauss et al. 1988) had determined their divergence
values.

Small size differences in otherwise comparable

fragments were either shown or assumed to be due to
within-fragment length mutations and were thus ignored.
Percent sequence divergence (PSD) was calculated from
equations 9 and 10 of Nei and Li (1979): PSD =

-

(100) (3/2)ln((4&-1)/3], where s = 2n/(n + ny), r =
nwnber of nucleotides recognized by enzyme, ni,, = total

number of site shared by taxa x and y, and n1 and ny =

total number of sites in taxa x and y respectively.

= from our initial study of subgenus Pinus, which
included P. strobus as the outgroup taxon.

Fragments

patterns were too divergent between subgenera to make any
phylogenetic comparisons.
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Table 11.2
NO. SHARED

% DIV.

11

10

0.82

II

11

11

0.00

Xba!

35

38

32

2.20

Mean

18.7

30

17.67

1.06

#2

PINEA

PONDEROSA

Pet!

10

11

10

0.82

Sac!

11

11

11

0.00

XbaI

35

37

35

0.47

Mean

18.7

19.7

18.3

0.43

#3

PONDEROSA

SYLVESTRES

Pat!

11

11

11

0.00

Sac!

11

ii

11

0.00

Xbal

37

38

31

3.18

Mean

9.7

20

14

1.06

7

6.11

115

7.65

TAXA I

TAXA 2

#1

PINEA

SYLVESTRES

Pet!

10

Sac!

S.thg.nus Pinus

Intrasubg.n.nc Comparison

#4

PINEA

MONTICOLA

Pet!

9

10

#5

PINEA

EDULIS

Many'

179

184

'from oia Initial study of subgenus Pinus. which included P. edulis as the eutgroup Saxon. Fragm.nt patterns
wer. too divergent between subgenera. so new outgroup taxa were chosen (Krupkin 1992; chapter 1)
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Comparisons of linear chloroplast maps (Figure 1) with
references to sequence divergence (Table 2)

SstI chloroplast restriction maps within the subgenus
Pinus show no change in Bite presence or absence (Figure
1),.

Only structural variation such as deletions or gene

duplications change the fragment sizes or patterns.
Comparison of all hard pine cpDNA restriction maps,

including P. contorta and p. radiata, shows the
conservation of gene order within the subgenus.

Divergence values calculated from the restriction maps
appear to be underestimated compared to the values in
Chapter 1, where much more site data was involved; and, a
more robust method of calculation (Nei and Tajima 1983)
was used.

The mapping analysis (Table 2)/restriction site

analysis (Chapter 1) values were 1.06/1.09, 0.43/1.42, and
1.06/1.47 for the

inea-ylvestres,

inea-ionderosa, and

oonderosa- sylvestres contrasts, respectively.

While jI restriction maps within the subgenus Pinus
are highly conserved, the comparison of P. pinea to the
soft pines, P. monticola and P. edulis displays the

extensive divergence between hard and soft pines from
to psbA to

psbD.

rbcL

The position of the few genes mapped in

P. monticola do ally to the general orientation of hard
pines, strengthening associate of the two subgenera.
However, the extensive sequence divergence indicates
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substantial separation of subgenus Pinus from subgenus
Strobus, via rapid evolution in one of the lineages, or
The

the possible occurrence of one or more inversions.

divergence values of 5.11% and 7.65%, between hard pines
and P. rnonticola and P. edulis respectively, are much

greater that the values within hard pines (2-3%).

It is interesting to note the Bite conservation

between

rbcL

and psbDC,

Perhaps this is a region serving

an important regulatory function, or an area necessary for
maintaining structural integrity within the chioroplast
genome, and thus intolerant of rearrangements.

The site

of the inversion in Douglas-Fir, relative to P. radiata,

is also the general area of rearrangements in Asteraceae
(Jansen and Palmer 1987) and some legumes (Palmer and
Thompson 1982).

That the inversion does not involve the

area between psbA and the ribosonial genes, is additional

evidence that this area is of importance in the
chioroplast genome of conifers.

Small inversions within subgenus

Pinus

chioroplast DNAs

Three of 4 six base pair recognition enzymes (amHI,
BglII, Hindlil) used in this study (i.e. Figures 2,3), and
HaeIII from our Pinus subgenus

Pinus

phylogenetic study

(Chapter 1), used in single digests, detected the

inversion as well as some point mutations separating Old
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World hard pines from New World (Figure 4a); and,

restriction patterns in JaeIII, Hinfl, QII, and ,.1uI
demonstrating subsection Contortae's divergence from other
hard pines (Figure 4b).

It was difficult to orient the

fragments accurately for two reasons:

1) no genes have

been mapped in this area for conifers and 2) the probe,
X9l4 from p. contorta (Lidholm and Gustafeson 1991), was
itself inverted relative to the other species surveyed.

We elected to explain the inversions in the most
parsimonious way by aligning them to the HaeIII 1.5 Kb
fragment.

By doing so, a mini-inversion hot spot was

demonstrated in the cente

of this general area, such that

inversions of 1.8 Kb, 1.2 Kb, and .9 Kb distinguish New
World hard pines, subsection Contortae, and P. halepensis
respectively.

In addition, we included the inversions as well as
point mutations from the six base-pair restriction enzymes
(Table 3) into a cladistic study, with P. pinea as the
outgroup taxon.

The few point mutations in this survey

were in general agreement with the phylogenetic study,
thus strengthening its robustness.

Also, P. resinosa was

demonstrated to be ancestral to both the New World species
and the remaining members of subsection Sylvestres (Figure
5), while P. sylvestres was shown to be ancestral to the
asian species of the subsection.
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Figure 11.2. Simple

schematic of an inversion

small part of cpDNA
molecule: 10 Kb total

4 Kb

and A

Inversion occurs such that endpoints
a

are interchanged,

b

thus moving the restriction site: X

*
2 Kb

A'

B Kb
11

A
a

b

Appearance on blot:
(DNA restricted with X, and probed with entire 10 Kb fragment)

M

U

9.46
6.78
4.34

2.26
1.98

1.35

M = molecular size marker (lamdaf}IindIlI)
1, II = from above
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Figure 11.3. Autoradiogram showing cpDNA inversions.
Genomic DNA digested with BainHi, e].ectrophoresed, blotted,

and probed (see methods) with X914.

inversion in P. halepensis (2.5 Kb + .5 Kb) relative to
P. pinea (2.4 Kb + .6 Kb).

inversion in P. oocarpa and P. nigra (2.7 Kb+ .7 Kb)
relative to Old World species (i.e P. sylvestres, 2.3 Kb +
1.1 Kb)

marker

oocarpa
massonia

densiflora
nigra
resinosa
sylvestres
canariensis
halepensis
pinea
marker

ft

S.
II
I,

'II,II
I

S.
'S

II
oa

*4'

a

a

oft
S

SII
*4'

691
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Figure 11.4. Physical maps for the region of miniinversions in Pirius subgenus Pinus.

The large

X's

on

either side of each construct denote the limits of probe
X914 (see Figure 1), which is approximately 6.9 Kb.

Exact

orientation of the constructs presented here, relative to
the adjacent probes, is indeterminate.

Restriction sites

of enzymes (indicated by vertical lines) are mapped
relative to one another on the basis of the most
parsimonious inversion explanation, which always involves
the HaeIII 1.5 Kb fragment.
indicated in kilobase pairs.

Sizes of the fragments are
Arrow bars mark the

approximate expanse of each inversion.

The bars marked A-

D are for orientation.
diagram of species assayed specifically for inversions.

We display only the species that were also included in out
phylogenetic study (Chapter 1), thus leaving out
massonia and P. densiflora which were distinguished from
the others by point mutations (see Table 3).

diagram of the inversion distinguishing subsection
Contortae from other subgenus Pinus pines.

The inversion

event was inferred from fragment patterns in our
phylogenetic study (Chapter 1).
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Figure II.4b.

Pinus Subgenus

Pinus spp.
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Table 11.3.

Data matrix used for phylogenetic analysis.

Character table for Pinus Species probes with X914
No.

ENZYME

PHENOTYPE

PHCSRNDM0

I AAYEI EAO
NLNLS GNS C

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

BamHI
BamHI
BamHI
BglII
EcoRl
EcoRl

HindlIl
Hindu!
Hind!!!
Many
Man

5.6 = 5.0 + .6
5.0 = 4.4 + .6
5.6 = 4.4 + 1.2
5.8 = 4.1 + 1.7
10.0 = 6.4 + 3.6
6.4 = 6.0 + [.4]
10.6 = 9.3 + 1.3
5.5 = 5.0 + [.5]
1.2 = 1.0 + [.2]

Inversion A

lnversionB

0
0
0
0
0

00
00
00
00
00

1

1

1

0

1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1

1

1

1

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0 0

1
1

1

1

0
0

00

0
0
1

0000

1

010000000
1

0

0

1

See table 1 for abbreviations. All mutations were inferred from
blots probed with X914. Scores (below species) are '0' for abscence
of a restriction site, while a '1' for presence; and, refer to the
phenotype on each line
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Phylogenetic tree derived from Dollo

Figure 11.5.

parsimony analysis:
The single most parsimonious phylograin tree derived from

Dollo parsimony analysis. Numbers given along the branches
refer to character assignments (the actual data points)
from Table 11.3.

distinguishing

(INY) refers to an inversion

this inonophyletic group.

canariensis
I

resinosa
3

11

8

(INV)

pinea

I

sylvestres &
densiflora

loss

10 (INV)

of 9

massonia

halepensis

oocarpa &
nigra
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Discussion
The preliminary phylogenetic analysis of hard pines
(Chapter 1) revealed fragment patterns that were difficult
to interpret fragment.

This phenomenon was presumably

because Douglas-Fir probes were used onto hard pine blots,

and the possibility that inversions had occurred within
the subgenus Pinus during its course of development.

Inversions have the appearance of simultaneous gain/loss
restriction site events, and 11 were detected in the
phylogenetic study (22 of 201 (11%) chloroplast site
characters; Chapter 1).

Nine of these occured outside

probe X914, and mostly in Old World species or subsection
Contortae, while two of the gain/loss events within X914
appeared in P. virginiana and P. canariensis, suggesting a
more widespread occurrence of mini-inversions within the
chioroplast genome of hard pines.

These changes in

microstructure (10 Kb) were in sharp contrast to the
gross structure of the chioroplast genome in pines, which
is maintained except for small duplications in subsection
Contortae (Lidhoim and Gustafason 1991) and P. thunbergii
(Tsudzuki et al. 1992).
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Mechanisms
Strauss and others (1988) proposed a succession of
inversion events (Figure 6a) that show how section C, as
well as other areas of P. radiata, are reversed relative
to the

petunia-mung

rps7/12-23S-16S

bean construct.

orientation

ancestral rps7/12-16S-23S.

This explains how the

in pine is derived from an

This area between rps7/12 and

the ribosomal complex is the site of two inversion
endpoints in their model.

inversion

This area also

contains

an

endpoint in the inversion between pea and broad

bean, and mung bean (Palmer et al. 1987b).

The similarity

of the inversion endpoint immediately to the SSC side of
23S suggests that the IR region was lost by similar
mechanisms in both legumes and conifers.

That the other

inversion endpoint in this region lies outside the IR
region in legumes, but within it in conifers, implies that
the rps7/12 site may be conifer-specific, though the model
of Tsudzuki et al.

(1992) for evolution of the chioroplast

genome in P. thunbergii does not involve this area.

More

work is certainly needed in this area to resolve the
mechanisms of IR loss in all lineages.

Chloroplast DNA length mutations of 10-1,200 bp in
size are most likely to arise as the result of unequal
crossing over between misaligned tandem repeats (deletions
and insertions) or short direct repeats (deletions)
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(reviewed in Palmer 1991).

Chloroplast ribosomal RNA

appears to be especially prone to length mutations, which
occur mainly in the single stranded loop, which does not
effect secondary structure.

However, the repeat

structures causing length variability in this region may
play an important role in creating the inversions.
Lineages that have lost an IR region are prone to
numerous arrangements because pairing of two IR regions
stabilizes the chioroplast genome, thus deterring
recornbination outside these regions (Palmer 1982).

Recombination within paired IR copies is constant, causing
homology between the two copies, as well as creating small
duplications and insertions within the IR.

This constant

activity could have played a role in loss of the IR in
conifers (Tsudzuki et al. 1992) and other lineages.

The

inversions presented here in hard pines would have
occurred within an IR region of an ancestral taxa (i.e.

Ginko (Palmer and Stein 1986)), which contained two IR
regions.

It appears, therefore, that IR loss (step 2 in

Figure 6b) and inversion of segment C (step 4) occurring
concominantly, could have lead to the loss of an IR as
well an inversion in one half of the remaining IlL

The

area between rps7/12 and the 16S/23S complex would have
acted as one of the inversion endpoints, and the location
of small-inversion hotspot in hard pines.
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Another possible mechanism is that the IR loss
occurred prior to the inversion of section C, creating an
area of length instability between rps7/12 and the 16S/23S
complex within the remaining IR, as demonstrated by hard
pine blots probed with clone X789+ (i.e. Figure 7).

The

other area of high length variability lies outside the
ribosomal 16S/23S complex and is detected by clone 1(178.

It is likely that recombination between repeated elements
within each of these probes leads to the observed
inversions and length variability.

Clone X914, which

elucidated the small inversions, lies between X789 and
1(178, and does not exhibit such marked irregularity.

This

indicates that the integrity of the genes and spacers
within this region are likely important for proper
transcription.

Regardless, pairing of analogous sequences

between adjacent probes (K178, X789+) could lead to the
formation of circular diners as described by Kolodner and
Tewari (1979), with the smaller and larger unpaired
sequences being the X914 clone and the remainder of the
chloroplast respectively.

paired region can lead to:

Recornbination within this now-

A) length mutation at site of

recombination, 3) loss of contents within hairpin loop, or
C) inversion of sequence within hairpin loop (Figure 8).

Case 'A' would not be distinguishable from length mutation
due to recombination within each repeated element; case
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'B' would be detrimental if important elements existed

within the looped region; case 'C' is the phenomenon we
are observing here.

This model is reminiscent of the

rearrangement seen in the fern, Osmunda (Palmer and Stein
1986), where the orientation of the small single copy
region (SSC) is heterogeneous within a population of
chioroplast genomes due to frequent reconibination within
the IR regions.

In PiTIUS, the distal repeat elements in

the X914 region are acting in a similar manner as the full

size IRS in Osmunda, except that the scale is much smaller
and the inversions are eventually fixed.
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Copies of diagrams from Strauss et a].
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Figure 11.7.

Autoradiogram showing area of high length

variability near region of cpDNA ribosoma]. genes.

Genornic

DNA digested with Hinf I, electrophoresed, blotted, and

probed (see methods) with X789+.

Note the frequent change

in position of the top fragment in each species.
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Figure 11.8.

Schematic diagram of an inversion between

distal repeated elements.
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Phy1ogenetic implications

Inversions and rates of cpDNA evolution
Mutation rate is significantly increased during
periods of diversification in hard pines (Krupkin 1992,

chapter 1), producing many point mutations and
rearrangements within a population of chioroplast genomes.

Rearrangements that occur without loss of intervening
sequence (X914), can be either neutral or advantageous,

thus having the potential to be quickly fixed through
genetic drift or periodic selection.

A slightly more

efficient chioroplast is certainly an advantage when
competition with adjacent populations is intense.

Thus,

replacement of one cpDNA form with another form,

containing

an inversion, is much more likely to occur

during major radiation events.

Below, we demonstrate the

occurrence of this phenomenon during the evolution of hard
pines.

The genus Pinus is hypothesized to have evolved from
Pityostrobus during the Middle to Late Jurassic (160-180
Mya), subgenus

Strobus

diverged first, followed shortly by

the split of subgenus Pinus from subgenus
(reviewed in Mirov 1967; Millar 1989).

.Strobus

Both of these

divergence events are associated with major radiation
events as lineages spread rapidly across the Laurasian
subcontinent during the Mid-Jurassic.

Sequence divergence
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values (Chapter 1) indicate that the rate of nucleotide

substitution in subgenus Pinus

(1-1.2x10'°) is

approximately an order of magnitude lower (1-3x109) than
Wolfe's (1987) value for land plants, but similar to
values found in other long-lived woody plants (1-2x1010;
Wilson et al. 1990).

Applying subgenus

Pinus,

rate to the

values between the subgenera (Table 2), we can see that
relatively rapid evolution occurred in one of the lineages
during their split, since a divergence time of 300-500
million years is unrealistic.

While it is true that much

error exists when estimating divergence from shared
restriction sites, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that
either:

1) at least one inversion of some magnitude

distinguishes the two Pinus subgenera, as indicated by the
extreme contrast in fragments patterns between P. edulis
and P. pinea (Table 2)

(Initial study in Chapter 1) or 2)

subgenus Strobus is evolving at a rate similar to other
land plants (1-3xl09), while subgenus
slowed down considerably.

Pinus'

rate has

The results of Strauss and

Doerksen (1990), subgenus Strobus as the more divergent of
the two Pinus subgenera, support the latter hypothesis.

Both of these mechanisms are presumably at work, though
more work is needed to define the extent of each.
The major distinction in subgenus Pinus, as revealed

by site mutation data (Chapter 1), lies between Old World
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and New World species.

This is illustrated by the fact

that the rate of evolution is increased threefold when
comparing subsection Sylvestres to the derived New World
lineage (Table 5, Chapter 1).

This

inversion

study

confirmed the presence of an inversion separating L..

oocarpa from all Old World pines except P. nigra.

Surprisingly, P. nigra, which is native to the

Mediterranean and normally classified within Old World
subsection Sylvestres, is grouped monophyletically with
New World P. oocarpa on the basis of an
point mutation j5 (from Table 3).

inversion

and

The point mutation is

homoplasious (with P. pinea), and, it is possible that the
inversion is a homoplasious character as well.

It is also

possible that hybridization and therefore plastid
introgression between geographically isolated groups has
occurred.

Duff ield's (1952) hybridization study revealed

the mating incompatibility between a number of Old World
and New World species but unfortunately, addressed

L.

nigra's incompatibility only with other Old World species.
The possibility also exist that the P. nigra sample was
improperly labelled.

Further investigation is needed to

resolve this matter.

The second inversion distinguishes P. halepensis from
P. pinea, which group strongly by site data into the same
subsection, Pineae (Chapter 1).

The location of this
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inversion on the phylogram (Figure 5) indicates that the
mutation occurred subsequent to establishment of this
subsection.

Sequence divergence values (Chapter 1)

suggest division of these species approximately 50-70 Mya
(Early Tertiary).

During this time the eurasian continent

was subject to intense tectonic and fault activity thereby
causing a number of major reconstructions of the land
masses and seas of the Old World (reviewed in Mirov 1967),
and the global climate changed during the to a mesic,

tropical climate which favored angiosperms, thus forcing
pines into refugia in the northern or southern latitudes,
or dry inland areas (Millar 1992).

Both of these major

events plausibly caused isolation and periodic rapid
evolution in pines which, as stated above, increases the
chance that neutral or slightly advantageous
rearrangements will be generated and rapidly fixed.

The rapid onset of a tropical climate during the
Early Tertiary also had an effect on North American pines,
as demonstrated by the inversion distinguishing subsection
Contortae.

The subsection is marked by a rate of

evolution (2.6x) similar to the New World ancestor (3..Ox)

(Chapter 1), and one defined additional rearrangement: the

psbA duplication (Lidhoim and Gustafsson 1991), further
signifying that rapid evolution and cpDNA structural
rearrangements are correlated in Pinus.
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Phyl ogeziy

Our cladistic analysis provide much insight into the
relationships within subsection Sy].vestres.

We

demonstrate P. resinosa to be ancestral to the New World
as wel]. as the remainder of subsection $ylvestres, while

P. sylvestres is considered to be ancestral to the Asian
pines (P. massonia, P. densiflora) in our study.

These

findings are quite interesting, as many conflicting
hypotheses of the phylogeny of this subsection have been
expressed.
ours.

Farjon's (1984) hypothesis is the converse of

He places the origin of subsection SyJ.vestres in

the tropics of Asia, with subsequent spreading over Europe
and then into North America.

His progression of the

species in our study is P. inassonia - -> P. sylvestres - ->

P. densiflora --> P. resinosa.

Klaus (1989), based on

morphological evidence, depicts P. resinosa to possibly be
of common ancestry with subsections Canariensis, Pineae,

and Oocarpae, and advises a separate monotypic subsection
due to its inability to be placed confidently with any one
of these groups.

He also postulates the close alliance

between subsection Oocarpae and a number of Old World
species, as well as the separate origin of subsection
Sylvestres.

This association between Mexican pines and

Old World pines is also observed in the taxonomy of Little
and Critchfield (1969), where P. leiotthylla and
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lumholtzii are classified in the same section as
subsection Canariensis and Pineae.

Our phylogenetic study

(Krupkin 1992; chapter 1) showed the clear alliance of p
eiophylla and P. luntholtzii with P. oocarpa, which is

distinguished from Old World pines by a mini-inversion in
this study.

Future Work
Inversions are especially suited for classifying
monophyletic groups since they are very unlikely to have
evolved in two separate lineages (Downie and Palmer 1992).
Here we present findings which could easily be expanded to
investigate the validity of prior taxonomic
classifications of hard pines.

In particular, inquiry

should be directed towards those species which have been
variably classified in the past, are questionably
classified, or are have not yet been included into a broad
molecular taxonomic study (i.e. P. roxburghii (Himalayas),
P. tropicalis, and P. carribea (throughout Caribbean
region)).
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SU*(ARY OF KEY RESULTS
An average of 220 and 1035 restriction sites were
counted for the six and four-cutter studies respectively,

accounting for approximately 5480 bp or 4.55% of the
chloroplast genome for each of the 18 species surveyed.

We elucidated a total of 197 site mutations, three
inversions, one gene duplication, and an additional
rearrangement from the 4-cutter study.

We characterized

the inversions, which resided in probe X914, and
determined their sizes.

Also, we constructed chloroplast

genome restriction maps of P. pinea, P. sylvestres, and
onderosa, and found the overall gene order and
restriction patterns to be well conserved.

The major results from this study are:

Of the 197 restriction sites we elucidated, only 112
(57%) were phylogenetically informative.

Of the 85

autapomorphies, 50 (59%) existed in the 5 Old World
species, support the contention that these taxa have been
evolved for some time, accumulating mutations.

The Dollo and Wagner parsimony algorithms produced
trees of almost exact topology; the difference being that

the Dollo method resolved the Ponderosae-Sabinianae dade
better.
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A number of clades, on both the Dollo and Wagner
trees, were distinguished at the 95% confidence level or
above: {tinea,

alepensis: 95%), {canariensis (subsection

Canariensis): 95%), {resinosa, sylvestres (subsection
Sylvestres): 97%), {New World hard pines: 100%),
{contorta, virginiana (subsection Contortae): 100%),
{ponderosa, jeffryi, coulteri, torreyana (Ponderosae-

Sabinianae complex): 1001), {p. radiata (California
closed-cone pine): 100%}, {taeda (subsection Australes):

100%), oocarpa, tatula, teocote, lwnholtzii, leiophylla
(subsection Oocarpae): 1001).

The Dollo tree required 222 character state changes
and, excluding autapomorphies, had a consistency index of
85.4% (14.6% homoplasy index).
The 4-bp recognition enzyme survey produced more data,

likely due to that the use of smaller probes and
frequently cutting enzymes reduced the production of
uninterpretable fragment patterns.

Six-cutter data did,

however, group subsection Leiophylla monophyletically,
whereas the 4-cutter data did not.

Our sequence divergence data indicates that the
average rate of CpDNA evolution to be 1-2x10'°

substitutions/site/year, a rate significantly lower than
in angiosperms but comparable to values found in other
long-lived woody plants.
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Divergence values, for 4-cutters, between species
ranged from 0.00% (for many species within subsection
Oocarpae) to 1.86% (between Old World jialepensis and

Values for between

rapidly evolving New World contorta).

the most distant New World species was 1.240% (contorta,
taeda),

Similar values In the Old World were 1.088%

(sylvestres, subsection Pinea). Values within monophyletic

clades ranged from 0.00% (Oocarpae species) to .587% (R
pinea - P. ha].epensis dade).
Topology of the phenograin generated from 4-cutter

divergence data matrix was comparable to the phylogenetic
trees; the major difference is that

.

taeda was clearly

distinguished on the phenogram, residing between L..

radiata and subsection Oocarpae.
8.

Divergence values from the 6-cutter survey were

distorted by the low number of characters, the large
number of autapomorphies in P. radiata, and our inability
to confidently score more point mutations.

Had we been we

been able to score each of polymorphism we saw as one or
more mutations, the divergence rate for 6-cutters likely
would have been definitely greater than the values we
calculated for 4-cutters.

The differences in topology between the 4-cutter and
6-cutter phenograms displayed the skewness of the 6-cutter
sequence divergence data set.
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Topologies generated from both phylogenetic and
phenetic analyses indicate that rate of chlorop].ast

evolution in hard pine is heterogeneous, particularly in
regards to the New World ancestor and subsection
Contortae.

Divergence times, based on sequence 4-cutter
divergence values and rates, both agreed and disagreed
with present fossil evidence; major discrepancies pertain
to subsection Contortae, subsection Sabinianae, P. radiata
(California closed-cone pine), and subsection Australes.

A cpDNA-based taxonomy is quite different than the
widely used taxonomy of Little and Critchfield (1969).
Major reclassifications involve P. halepensis, P. teocote,
P. radiata, and subsections Leiophylla and Sabinianae.

Chioroplast genome restriction mapping revealed the
conserved gene order in all hard pines species, with the
exception of the psbA dublications in subsection Contortae
and P. thunbergii.

There were, however, two

alterationations within the restriction map of
ylvestres that could have been explained by small
inversions (see below).

Sequence divergence values, based on shared
restriction cites in the CpDNA restriction maps, showed
the inconsistency of values between hard pines, as
compared with the 4-cutter data in our phylogenetic study.
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However, sequence divergences from CpDNA maps displayed
the extreme divergence between hard and soft pines
Three small inversions, as detected by probe X914,

were mapped; 1.8Kb, 1.2Kb and .9Kb inversions distinguish
New World hard pines, subsection Contortae, and L..

halepensis respectively.

Two areas of major length variability were observed
proximal to the rRNA genes (detected by X789+), and on the
other side of the small inversions we mapped (K178)

Topology of the cladogram produced from data in our
inversion study was in general agreement with topology of
the trees in our phylogenetic study.

Also, P. sylvestres

was shown to be ancestral to both asian pines (L..
inassonia, P. densiflora).

Another interesting result from the inversion-data
cladogram was that P. nigra (Old World) unexpectedly
grouped monophyletically with P. oocarpa (New World),

since it is normally associated with subsection
Sylvestres.

Reasons for this discrepancy include

introgression or possible mislabelling of the sample.
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CONCLUSIONS
Our results indicate that chloroplast DNA analyses
prove unique insight into the evolutionary relationships
of hard pines species that are not necessarily provided by
morphological and fossil' evidence.

Also we have added new

understanding of the rates and structural changes involved
in chioroplast DNA evolution.

The major conclusions from this study are:
1.

Paleontological data, based on 4-cutter sequence

divergence values and rates, lead to the following
hypotheses {it must be noted that the heterogeneity of
rates of CPDNA evolution made determining exact divergence
time difficult}:

inus originated from Pityostrobus on the
Laurasian subcontinent (140-150 Mya), after Pangea had
split into northern Laurasia and southern Gondwanaland.
Pinus subsequently spread to the end of Laurasia (120-140
Mya).

Ancestors to subsections Pineae and Sylvestres

likely arose during this time.

Global flooding during the Late Cretaceous (80-100

Mya) isolated populations of subsection Sylvestres in
western North America.

These populations underwent

extremely rapid evolution and eventually became the
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subsection Contortae ancestor.
C)

During the early Tertiary (40-70 Mya), seas formed

by global flooding receded dramatically.

Also, the global

climate across the middle latitudes of the world change to
a boreotropical environment which heavily favored
angiosperms.

Pinus species were forced to seek refugia in

extreme northern or southern latitudes, coastal areas, or
mountain highlands.

In southwestern areas of North

merica, populations diversified into subsections
Sabinianae and Ponderosae, as well as the P. radiataancestor.

Rise of the Rocky mountains during this time

help to further isolate populations and promote
diversification.

Southern areas of Eurasia served as

refugia for subsections Pineae and Canariensis.

Northern

areas of Laurasia served as refugia for subsections
Contortae and Sylvestres.

d) During the Middle Tertiary (30-45 Mya) the climate
across the middle latitudes changed back to one more
supportive of pines, such that populations in refugia
spread out and diversified.

Major tectonic activity on

Eurasia led to different populations of pines being spread
apart and brought together.

At this time populations of

subsection Canariensis were isolated from one another at
the most extreme ends of their distribution (Canary
islands, Himalayas).
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Rise of the Sierran Cordillera and occurrence of

fault activity in southwestern North merica (25-40 Mya).
Isolated a P. radiata-progenitor population to the east,

such that it diverged into the subsection

ustra1es-

progenitor.

During the Early Miocene (10-20 Mya), the final
recession of the Seas covering Mexico combined with a land

bridge connecting the Caribbean to Central America allowed
pines to spread into Mexico and diversify.

Disappearance

of the land bridge and fault activity near the Mexican
border in the Late Miocene-Pliocene (2-10 Mya) likely
isolated population of subsection Australes members such
that they diverged to become subsection Oocarpae, which
itself diversified greatly in Mexico and Central America
2.

That our chioroplast DNA taxonomy is significantly

different from Little and Critchfield's (1969) morphologybased taxonomy:

Confirms that CPDNA is evolving in a much
different manner than nuclear genes, as represented by
morphology.

Conservative mutation rate, lack of

recombination, smaller effective populations size,

periodic selection and introgression each are likely to
play a role in the unique mode of evolution in
chioroplasts.

Leads to the question as to which system of
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classification is more representative of the actual
relationships in nature.

Since cpDNA is inherited

paternally in conifers, what we present here is a paternal
taxonomy.

Nuclear genes are inherited from both parents.

Also, cpDNA is inherited maternally in many other taxa, so
one must question whether one type of parental inheritance
leads to more representative classifications.

The heterogeneous rates of cpDNA evolution demonstrate
that the molecular clock hypothesis (constant rate of
evolution) is not valid in hard pines.

Increased rates of evolution are associated with major
radiation/diversification events during the evolution of
hard pines.

Also, fixation of inversions are associated

with increased rated of evolution.

The inversions we elucidated are the smallest yet
reported.

Mechanisms that could explain their formation

include:

The inversion area (X914) is bordered by two areas
of high length variability, such that recombination
between distal small inverted repeats could lead to a
reverse in orientation of the intervening sequence.
Both areas of high length variability could be
residuals from a pair of full inverted repeats, one of
which has been lost during conifer evolution.

This

mechanism is similar to the one leading to duplication
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near the psbA gene in P. thunbergii.

Inversions have the appearance of simultaneous
gain/loss events.

Eleven of these such events were

uncovered in our phy].ogenetic analysis, 9 of which

occurred outside probe X914, indicating that this small
inversion phenomenon may be more widespread.

Thus, while overall gene order (macrostructure) in
conserved in hard pines, the microstructure is much more
variable than expected (as shown by the occurrence of
numerous small inversions during hard pine evolution).
Chloroplast DNA mutations would be highly effective
markers for properly identifying:
An individual or population that was
unclassifiable on the basis of obscure morphological
traits.

Genetic diversity in populations (using length
mutations) and relationships among subspecies.
The proper cpDNA classification for all other hard
pines species.

Inversions are strong indication of

monophyletic lineages; the ones demonstrated will be
especially useful in future classification work.
Possible cases of introgression, nuclear or
organelle.

Nuclear introgression has been shown without

chioroplast introgression (between P. contorta and
banksiana), so perhaps a cpDNA-based taxonomy is more
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accurate.

The inversions we have demonstrated give clues into
how the presence of both inverted repeats leads to a more
stable CpDNA molecule, the manner by which one inverted
repeat was lost, and the mechanisms of rearrangement
following this loss.

The strong within-subsection associations assert that
variability, within and between species, has not affected
our results.

Future work to test the hypotheses generated in this
study should include:

Restriction-fragment analyses of nuclear and
mitochondrial genomes.

k likely candidate for nuclear DNA

analyses is the ribosomal gene region, which is beginning
to receive much attention in the literature.

Confirmation of major cpDNA-based
reclassifications analyzing another California closed-cone
pine (P. muricata, or P. attenuata), Mexican members of
subsections Ponderosae and Oocarpae (i.e. P. montezunia and

P. gregii respectively), and a species normally associated
with P. halepensis (i.e. P. brutia), all with one or more
'tell-tale' probe/enzyme combinations.
C)

Use of these 'tell-tale' probe/enzyme

combinations, especially involving inversions, can be used
to quickly identify likely cpDNA classification of other
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hard pine taxa.

More thorough characterization of the inversions
that were demonstrated.

Methods involving sequencing of

inversion borders and/or a more intensive restriction site
mapping survey of the area would be appropriate.
A more intensive restriction site mapping survey
should also be undertaken to ascertain whether any of the
other 9 gain/loss events elucidated in our phylogenetic
study are small inversions as well.
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Supplementary detail on methods.
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Appendix: Supplementary detail on methods.
A.

Procedures for modified

TAB DNA peparation.

Start with 40 g of fresh needles. Avoid brown
needles, fascicles, twigs. Pull from branches 1-7 days
before use. For pines or broadleaved plants, chop foliage
into short pieces (Ca. 1 cm long or 1 cm2 in area,
respectively).
Store frozen, chopped, weighed needles
in labelled, sealed plastic bag.

Cut cheesecloth (4 layers) and miracloth (1 layer) for
each sample and fold miracloth into quarters for use in
Place miracloth below cheesecloth in funnel.
funnel.
Take frozen needles and immediately place under ice
Do not let
for transport to cold room for grinding.
needles thaw before grinding.
In cold room, put frozen needles into large Waring
blender and add liquid N2 to same depth as needles. Grind
needles.
at low setting for 10-15 seconds and then check
Continue grinding at high setting for 20 seconds to 1
minute (until ice crystals all form frost on outside of
Needles should be a fine powder. If not, add
container).
more liquid N2 and grind at high setting. Pour powdered

sample into 1,000 ml tn-pour beaker, add 170 ml
extraction buffer (make sure sample is not frozen against
beaker wall), and grind with polytron (setting 5, small
generator probe) until sample flows smoothly. Do not
rinse blender between samples but do rinse polytron
between samples.
Pour homogenate into funnel through cloths. Rinse
beaker with 30m1 extraction buffer and pour into funnel.
Squeeze cheesecloth firmly to remove all juice. Let
homogenate filter through miracloth into 1,000 ml tn-pour
beakers (surrounded by ice in dishpan) while doing all
other samples. If necessary, shift miracloth to unclogged
areas and squeeze very gently.

Transfer to lab in ice inside dishpan with centrifuge
caps closed. Balance pairs of tubes to ±0.1 g by adding
H20 to low samples.
Spin in cold GSA rotor at 9,000 rpm
for 10 minutes, 4° C.
Pour of f supernatant and resuspend pellets by rapid
brushing in 10 ml of ice cold Wash buffer.
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When pellet is resuspended, transfer to labelled 50 ml
centrifuge tube, add 1/5 volume of 5% sarkosyl (or 1/10
volume of 10% sarkosyl), and shake vigorously. Keep tube
on ice until all samples are resuspended in sarkosyl.
Bring to room temperature by sitting 15 to 30 minutes
in room temperature water in beaker.
Add 1/7 volume of 5 M NaC1 and shake vigorously.

Add 1/10 volume 8.6% CTAB, 0.7 M NaC1 and shake
vigorously.
Incubate at 60°C for 10 minutes.

Add about 20 ml of chloroform/octanol (raise volume to
35 ml total) and shake vigorously.
Centrifuge at speed setting 7 in IEC clinical
centrifuge at room temperature for 10 minutes (if emulsion
does not compress, transfer top layer and emulsion to 15
ml Falcon tube(s) and spin at 6,500 rpm for 10 minutes in
SS-34 rotor with adapters in superspeed centrifuge at 4 to
25°C).

As soon as sample comes out of centrifuge, carefully
transfer upper aqueous phase to second labelled 50 ml
centrifuge tube avoiding all material at interface.

Add 2/3 volume of isopropanol, mix several times by
inversion and then swirl to aid DNA to clot.
Hook out clot of precipitate with hooked, labelled
Pasteur pipette and let as much solution run from
precipitate as possible (press against side of tube).
Transfer the precipitate to labelled 50 ml centrifuge
Set for
tube containing about 20 ml 76% EtOH/1OmM NH4Ac.
20 minutes to overnight.
Let as much solution run from precipitate as possible
again by pressing against side of tube and then invert
labelled pipettes in microtube rack. Let dry in laminar
flow hood for 10 to 30 minutes, or if no hood is
available, put in vacuum chamber for about 3 minutes
and then transfer to 1.5 ml microtube (sterile) containing
from 200-1,000 l of TE (10:0.1)--depending on size of
Remove DNA from pipette after about 10
precipitate.
minutes by gently lifting and spinning pipette in tube.
Close tube and place in refrigerator for several days.
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Use cut-tip pipettes, or 60°C incubation, to help
resuspend DNA if it does not resuspend during this time.

20. Label tubes clearly with time tape and store in
refrigerator.

Extraction Buffer
0.1% BSAS

0.35 M Sorbitol
50 mM Tris pH 8.0
5
mM EDTA
10% PEG 4000
0.5% 2 -mercaptoethanol
0.1% spermine tetrachioride
0.1% spermidirie trihydrochioride

Wash Buffer
.35 M Sorbitol
50 mM tris pH 8.0
25 mM EDTA
0.1% 2 mercaptoethanol*
*Add within about 1 week of use

**Add first
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B.

Protocol for alkaline Southern Transfers.

After photographing gel, trim away unused portions and
notch upper right corner (i.e., removing upper portion of
wells; looking down at top of gel).
To study large fragments (> 10 Kb), depurinate with
acid by soaking gel in several volumes of 0.25 M HC1 for 9
Drain and rinse once with
minutes with gentle shaking.
tap deionized H20.

Denature DNA by soaking gel in several volumes of
0.4 M NaOH with gentle shaking for 20-30 minutes.
Cut nylon filter (Zetabind) and 5 pieces of Whatman
filter paper to dimensions about 2 mm greater than gel
with wearing gloves. Soak Zetabind in H20 until evenly
wet for 2-3 minutes. Notch Zetabind upper left corner.
3MM

Wet 3 of the Whatinan papers in 0.4 M NaOH (= transfer
medium) and place on saran wrap on table top. Wet
thoroughly; be sure there are no bubbles.

Carefully invert gel using a pair of plexiglass plates
so bottom faces up for transfer and lay down on Whatxnan
paper soaked in 0.4 M NaOH. Remove any bubbles with
fingertips.
If needed, surround gel with saran wrap and/or spacers
to insure transfer is not short-circuited.
Pipette several drops of dH2O onto top of gel and
carefully lay on Zetabind by lining up gel wells with one
edge.
Use finger to force all bubbles out gently.
Soak other 2 Whatman papers with dH2O and lay on top
of Zetabind with avoiding bubbles.

Add about 2 inches of paper towels on top. Put a
plexiglass plate and about 1/2 Kg of mass on top.
Let transfer proceed 6-48 hours (usually overnight).
Turn on vacuum oven so it is hot (80°C) when transfer is
complete.
Put on gloves and remove blotting papers and Zetabind.
Keep DNA side up and avoid touching it. Label Zetabind at
the edge of DNA side with a pencil. Soak in 6X SSC with
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gentle shaking for about 20 minutes.

13. Place wet filter in Whatman 3 MM folder cut about 2 cm
larger than the filter and let it dry for about 1 hour in
incubator or at room temperature. Then bake at 80°C for
1-1/2 to 2 hours. Store in sealed bag at room temperature
until ready to use. Prewash filters in .lx SSC, .5% SDS,
at 65° for one hour before first use.
0.25 M HC1
-40.4 ml conc.
HC1 (37%)

0.4 M NaOH
-80.0 g NaOH
-H20 to 5 1

-H20 to 21

20X SSC
-876.5 g NaC1
-441.0 g NaCitrate
-adjust pH to 7.0
with NaOH or HC1
-H20 to 5 1

to get

20X to use

1 x

.5of 10

.5x
.lx

.25 of 10
.05 of 10

6x
2x

3oflO
loflO
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Protocol for prehybridization.

C.

New blot: wash blot for 1 hr. in 0.lx SSC/0.5% SDS at
65°C with shaking at speed *2. Old blot: wash blot for 30
mm in 0,4 N NaOH at 42°C, 40 rpm. wash blot for 30 mm in
washing solution at 42°C, 40 rpm.
Prepare prehybridization solution.
Place blot (DNA side in) into roller tube.

3.'

Remove any washing solution (remove any major
bubbles).
Put in prehybridization solution.
Put on lid and vacuum seal.

Place tube on roller, spout on left, and push right
side up close to wall.
Check tube occasionally.

Prehybridize for 6 hrs. to overnight.

Preparation
* 0.lx SSC/0.5% SDS
5

25
970

1,000

ml
ml

2OXSSC

ml

H20

20% SDS

ml

* Pre-hybridization solution (place in 65°C incubator)
27.25 ml H20
15
ml 20x SSC
1.25 ml 20% SDS
ml 50x Denhardt's solution
5
ml salmon sperm DNA (before adding, denature for
0.5
10 mm. at 95°C)
49

ml

(add imi of 0.5 M EDTA when add probe)

* Washing solution
0.lx
SSC
0.5% SDS
0.2 M Tris (pH 7.5)

5
25
200
770

ml
ml
ml
ml

of
of
of
of

20x SSC
20% SDS
1 M Tris-HC1
H20
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D.

Protocol for probe labeling and hybridization.

DNA must be linear. Cut DNA for one hour with
appropriate restriction enzyme (usually EcoRI).

Stop reaction and denature by heating for 10 mm. at
95°C (if marker DNAS, X-HindIII and 4-HaeIII, are also to
be labeled, add just before denaturing).
Cool samples on ice and spin down.

Add solution A, 3 l per reaction (solution A is
mixture of equal parts of dATP, dGTP, dTrP).
Add reaction mixture, 2 il per reaction (reaction
mixture is hexanucleotide mix in lOX reaction buffer).
Add 32P, X jl (volume depends on age of 32p).

Mix using pipettor.

Add Kienow enzyme, 1
Mix using pipettor.

il per reaction.

Total volume for one reaction is

20 zl.

Incubate at 37°C for 30 mm. to overnight.
Stop the reaction with 2

il stop buffer (0.2 M EDTA).

Heat to 65°C for 10 mm..
Spin down.

Spin through Sephadex G-50 column for 10 mm. at
setting 6 (IEC centrifuge).
Column preparation:

Remove plunger and tip cover from 2. ml tuberculin
syringe.

Wet glass wool with TE (10:1) and fill bottom of
tube to the 0.2 ml mark.
Fill column with Sephadex-G-50 and put column in 15
ml falcon tube. Spin I mm. at setting 6 in IEC clinical
centrifuge.
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Pill and spin until packed Sephadex is at 0.9 ml
level.

Add 100 il TE (10:1) and spin 4 mm. at setting 6.
Column is ready for Hexainer labeled sample.

Place 1.5 ml microfuge tube (with cap removed) in
falcon tube to catch the labeled sample after it passes
through column.
Bring volume of sample to 200

l with TE (10:1).

Put hole in upper part of tube and denature in heat
block at 95°C for 10 mm.
Put tube on ice and then quick spin down.
Dilute S l of sample in 995 l of TE (10:1). Vortex
this 1000 l sample and aliquot 10 il onto glass filter,
dry filter and measure counts in scintillation counter.

Add remaining 195 il sample to prehybridization
solution with 1 ml of 0.5 M EDTA, pH 8.0, for each 50 ml
of prehybridization solution.
Incubate at 65°C for overnight.
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E.

Protocol for washing blots.

Make up 2x SSC/0.1% SDS, and 2x SSC/0.5% SDS, and warm
to 65°C.

Open tube and pipette out hybridization solution.
-

Pour in 12 ml of 2x SSC/0.1% SDS (two times).
Put lid on.
Hand turn.
Pipette out washing solution.
Place each blot between two screens in container.

- Pour in 500 ml of 2x SSC/0.l% SDS.
- Shake at 65°C for 30 mm.

Pour washing solution into waste bottle, repeat 2x
SSC/0.1% SDS washing.
Wash blots in 500 ml of 2x SSC/0.5% SDS for 30 mm

at

65°C.

Repeat 2x SSC/0.5% SDS washing.
Dry blot with paper towels.
- Wrap with saran wrap.
- Expose with intensifying screen.
- Store in -80°C freezer.

PREPAR1TION
* 2x SSC/0.1% SDS (2,000 ml)
200
10
1790

ml
ml
ml

20x SSC
20% SDS
H20

* 2x SSC/0.5% SDS (2,000 ml)
200
50
1750

ml
ml
ml

20x SSC
20% SDS
H20

